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Metro•Scene
ATWOOD’S TAVERN

Cambridge, MA. 
(617) 864-2792

6/1- Bluegrass Mondays featuring Sean Staples, Eric Royer, 
Dave Westner & Jimmy Ryan
6/2- Johnny Fury Band
6/4- Lyle Brewer CD Release
6/5- Tim Gearan Band
6/6- Roy Sludge Trio feat. Duke Levine & Johnny Sciascia
4:00 pm; Vapors Of Morphine 10:00 pm
6/7- “Dadrock” w/ Lyle Brewer, Jef Charland, Mike Piehl
4:00 pm; Patrick Sweany 10:00 pm
6/8- Bluegrass Mondays
6/10- Hip Hatchet, Cowboy & Lady
6/12- Tim Gearan Band
6/13- Jon Dee Graham 4:00 pm; Vapors of Either: Jeremy 
Lyons, Jerome Deupree, Russ Gershon 10:00 pm
6/14- “Dadrock” w/ Lyle Brewer, Jef Charland, Mike Piehl
4:00 pm; John Moreland 10:00 pm
6/15- Bluegrass Mondays
6/16- Andrew Combs Band
6/19- Tim Gearan Band
6/20- Vapors Of Morphine
6/21- “Dadrock” w/ Lyle Brewer, Jef Charland, Mike Piehl
4:00 pm; Carson McHone Band, Dan Webb 10:00 pm
6/22- Dave Westner & Jimmy Ryan
6/26- Tim Gearan Band
6/27- Vapors Of Morphine
6/28- “Dadrock” w/ Lyle Brewer, Jef Charland, Mike Piehl 
4:00 pm; Sam Pace & The Gilded Grit 10:00 pm
6/29- Bluegrass Mondays

BACK PAGE
Lowell, MA.

(978) 455-4418

6/3- Steve Clements Famous Open Mic
6/5- Brickyard Blues
6/6- Alison Keslow
6/10- Steve Clements Famous Open Mic
6/12- Chris Fitz
6/13- Willie J. Laws Band
6/17- Steve Clements Famous Open Mic
6/19- Throwdown Band
6/20- Bryan Pero
6/24- Steve Clements Famous Open Mic
6/26- Four Legged Faithful
6/27- Hal Holiday and the Tones

BERKLEE PERFORMANCE CENTER
Boston, MA.

(617) 747-2261

6/5- Passing the Mic 5
6/7- A Tribute to R. D. Burman: Aa Dekhen Zara
6/9- Fito Páez: Solo Al Piano
6/10- Concert for the Ukrainian People
6/11- Ivy Street School Extravaganza
6/12- New England Conservatory Youth Symphony with the 
Cincinnati Junior Strings
6/28- An Evening with Madeleine Peyroux

BLUE HILLS BANK PAVILION
Boston, MA. 

(617) 728-1600

6/10- Florence and The Machine
6/13- Lindsey Stirling
6/17- Widespread Panic
6/18- Third Eye Blind; Dashboard Confessional
6/19- Gogol Bordello; Flogging Molly
6/27- Ingrid Michaelson
6/29- Barenaked Ladies; Violent Femmes; Colin Hay

BLUE OCEAN MUSIC HALL
Salisbury Beach, MA.

(978) 462-5888

6/4- Moondance: The Ultimate Van Morrison Tribute Concert
6/13- The Stompers; Populace
6/26- 92.5 The River presents The Weight performing the 
music of The Band

BRIGHTON MUSIC HALL
Allston, MA. 

(617) 779-0140

6/1- Holly Herndon
6/2- Unknown Mortal Orchestra
6/3- Rich Robinson of the Black Crowes; Dave O’Grady
6/5- Hollywood Ending
6/7- The Dø; goodbyemotel
6/9- Alvvays
6/11- Opiuo Band

6/12- Hillary Reynolds Band; As the Sparrow; Studio Two - 
Beatles Tribute; Damn Tall Buildings
6/13- Boston Tribute To Alex Chilton: Jody Stephens 
(Original Big Star Drummer) Holly George Warren (Author 
of Alex Chilton Biography. She will read passages from the 
book) Sister Lovers (Big Star Tribute Band)Special Guest 
Vocalists: Will Dailey Ruby Rose Fox Dennis Brennan Susan 
Cattaneo Bonnie Hayes Christian McNeil Jenee Halstead
6/14- Metal Sucks Presents: TAAKE and WOLVHAMMER
6/16- The Griswolds; Urban Cone
6/17- Bowling For Soup; The Dollyrots
6/18- From Autumn To Ashes; Hawthorne Heights; 
Sleepwave; Extinction A.D.
6/19- Phox; Mechanical River
6/20- The Helio Sequence
6/21- Jeremy Loops
6/24- The Adolescents; The Weirdos; Laughing Stock
6/25- Freshlyground
6/26- Turquoise Jeep; CMB; Solo Sexx; Oxymorrons; Flynt 
Flossy; Whatchyamacallit; Yung Humma; Pretty Raheem
6/27- The Damnwells
6/29- Cibo Matto
6/30- Russell Howard

BULL RUN RESTAURANT
Shirley, MA.

(978) 425-4311

6/4- Quinn Sullivan
6/5- Lisa Loeb
6/6- Selwyn Birchwood
6/12- Joan Osborne: The Love & Hate Tour
6/13- Eric Lilljequist, Dean Adrien and Steve Abdu 
(Ballroom); Bill Kirchen & Too Much Fun w/ Special Guest 
Commander Cody (Sawtelle)
6/19- Sleepy LaBeef
6/20- Marty Nestor & The BlackJacks special live CD event
6/21- Janiva Magness Band
6/25- Los Lobos
6/26- No Static: Tribute to Steely Dan
6/28- Mason Jennings

CHURCH
Boston, MA.

(617) 545-1920

6/2- Turbine (residency); The Erl Sessions
6/3- Bearly Dead - A Tribute To The Grateful Dead
6/5- The Linguistic Civilians; Merrimack Delta Dub Set
6/9- Turbine (Residency)
6/10- Bearly Dead - A Tribute To The Grateful Dead
6/12- Duppy Conquerors
6/16- Turbine (residency)
6/17- Bearly Dead - A Tribute To The Grateful Dead
6/19- Boom Bap Heroes Beat Festival- Black Milk
6/20- Trippin’ The Stone; Pop Gun; Dressed For The 
Occasion; Versa Mynor; The Swerve
6/23- Turbine (residency); Stuart’s Giant
6/24- Bearly Dead - A Tribute To The Grateful Dead
6/25- Biscuits and Gravy; Young Pandas
6/26- thermonology; Flows Authentic
6/30- Turbine (residency)

CHAN’S
Woonsocket, R.I.

(401) 765-1900

6/5- Forever Young
6/6- Dana Fuchs Duo

6/12- Matt Schofield
6/13- Love Dogs
6/19- George McCann Band
6/20- Frank Potenza Quartet 
6/26- Les Dudek
6/27- Knickerbocker All Stars

GREAT SCOTT’S
Allston, MA.

(617) 566-9014

6/1-Dreamers; Gringo Star; Shantih Shantih
6/2- Eternal Summers
6/3- Iron Reagan; Angel Du$t; Noisem
6/5- Crocodiles; Shark Week; Salem Wolves
6/7- BC Camplight
6/8- Kate Tempest
6/9- The Holydrug Couple
6/11- Shamir
6/12- Anderson Comedy Group; Until The Ribbon Breaks
6/13- Drenge
6/14- Truth Serum; Dr. Sketchy’s
6/15- Great Good Fine OK
6/16- White Lung; Obliterations
6/17- Local H; ÆGES
6/18- Tim Kinsella
6/19- Anderson Comedy Group; Nneka
6/20- Voodoo Glow Skulls; Mephiskapheles; Slow Children; 
Burning Streets
6/21- Liturgy
6/22- Mother Mother; Ryan Jackson Troika
6/23- Jessica Pratt; Ryley Walker
6/24- Sugar & The Hi-Lows
6/25- Torres
6/26- Royal Thunder; Wild Throne; Anderson Comedy Group
6/28- San Cisco; The Prettiots
6/30- PINS; Beverly

HOUSE OF BLUES
Boston, MA. 

(888) 693-BLUE

6/3- Little dragon and Odesza; Sosupersam (soulection)
6/4- Hot Chip
6/5- Anika Scribbling; Conor Oberst
6/6- Michael Franti & Spearhead; Cal Kehoe
6/10- Juicy J
6/18- Spoon
6/19- Deorro featuring Dirty Audio, Zoofunktion & Iez
6/23- Flume
6/24- Everclear; Toadies, Fuel; American hi-fi
6/25- Awolnation

IRON HORSE MUSIC HALL
Northampton, MA.

(413) 584-0610

6/2- Streets of Laredo
6/3- Della Mae
6/4- The Savoy Family Cajun Band; Prima Donna, Honah 
Lee
6/5- Gypsy Layne Burlesque & Cabaret
6/6- Garland Jeffreys; Brook Batteau; The Alchemystics 
album release
6/10- David Rosenthal
6/11- Glen David Andrews; Free Range Cats
6/12- Debbie Davies Band
6/13- The Deadly Nightshade;  The Humble Patients; Rustic 
Radio

6/14- Songs Linda Taught Us: Linda Ronstadt Tribute
6/16- HoneyHoney; Sonya Kitchell
6/17- Kalyde featuring Naia Kete, Rebelle
6/18- The Elders
6/19- Tuck and Patti; Shun Ng; Turquoise Jeep 
featuring Flynt Flossy, Yung Humma, Pretty Raheem, & 
Whatchamacallit? Oxymorrons, Storm Team
6/20- Miss Tess and the Talkbacks
6/21- Girls, Guns, and Glory; Dogs of War
6/22- Sara Gazarek; The New West Guitar Group; Juke 
Joint Jazz
6/23- Todd Snider; John Craigie
6/24- Butch Hancock of The Flatlanders with special guest 
Rory Hancock
6/25- Sleepy Man; Seth Newton; The Attic Ends
6/26 & 27- Stephen Kellogg’s 5th Annual SK Family BBQ
6/28- Lee Roy Parnell

JOHNNY D’S
Somerville, MA.
(617) 776-2004

6/3- The Black Lillies; Megan Jean & the KFB
6/4- Samantha Fish; The Blind Spots
6/5- Dayna Kurtz; Joe Firstman; The Quins
6/6- The Fools; Emperor Norton’s Stationary Band CD party; 
The Primate Fiasco
6/7- Open Blues Jam! featuring Dr Grant & The Medical 
Marijuana Band
6/11- Chick Singer Night
6/12- Amy Black Album Release and Farewell Boston Show; 
Booty Vortex
6/13- Amy Black Album Release; Liz Frame & The Kickers 
6/14- Open Blues Jam! featuring Dr Grant & The Medical 
Marijuana Band
6/17- Men Without Hats PLUS Party Bois / Telelectrix
6/18- Cameron Esposito
6/19- Caravan of Thieves CD release; Miss Tess & The 
Talkbacks; The Wiles
6/20- Sleepy La Beef’s 80th Birthday celebration; Roy 
Sludge; Andrea Gillis & Marc Pinansky
6/21- Open Blues Jam! featuring Dr Grant & The Medical 
Marijuana Band
6/23- The Quebe Sisters 
6/25- Lee Ann Womack
6/27- Lee Roy Parnell (Acoustic Duo Show)
6/28- Open Blues Jam! featuring Dr Grant & The Medical 
Marijuana Band
6/30- WERS Discovery Show: Novalima CD release

MAIN STREETS MARKET & CAFE
Concord, MA.
(978) 369-9948

6/1- Ellen Schmidt’s Open Mic
6/2- Bruce Marshall’s Open Mic
6/3- Cosy Sheridan, Charlie Koch, Seth Connelly, Eric 
Kilburn
6/4- The Unstable Elements with Jackie Damsky
6/5- Live Wire Boston
6/6- BJ Magoon and Driving Sideways 
6/8- Bruce Marshall and Dan White
6/9- Bruce Marshall’s Open Mic
6/10- PaulBeck, Leslie Bryant, Judith Christiansen, Tom 
Hanlon
6/11- Juliet and the Lonesome Romeos
6/12- Town Meeting
6/13- The Butler Frogs
6/15- Bonnie Bewick Brown and Friends    
6/16- Bruce Marshall’s Open Mic
6/17- Hatrack GallagherTrio
6/18- Howie Rashba, Woody Carpinella,Hatrack Gallagher, 
Ellen Schmidt and guests Aidan Pavao and Julian Grabarel
6/19- Bill McGoldrick Duo
6/20- The Rampage Trio
6/22- Bruce Marshall and Dan White
6/2- Bruce Marshall’s Open Mic
6/24- The Kelly Girls
6/25- Steve Sadler and Jamie Walker
6/26- Workingman’s Band featuring Tom Yaters
6/27- The Biscuit Rollers
6/29- Eric Kilburn
6/30- Bruce Marshall’s Open Mic

THE PALLADIUM
Worcester, MA.
(508) 797-9696

6/6- Aborted; Fit For An Autopsy; Archspire, Entheos, Dark 
Sermon, Gamohra, Forest Of Remorse, In Depths and Tides, 
Begat The Nephilim
6/7- DIGIFEST- Jack & Jack, Trevor Moran, Aaron 
Carpenter, Sam Pottorff, Dylan Dauzat, Luke Korns, Twaimz, 
Daniel Skye, Jeffery Miller, Alex Ernst, Forever In Your Mind, 
Exclamation Point, Alex From Target, Lauren Giraldo, Bruh 
Its Zach, Grant Landis, Lindsay Demeola, Carter Reynolds, 
Ry Doon, and more
6/12- Excision, w/ Brillz, Protohype, Kayzo

Voted Boston’s Best
and Most Affordable
Rehearsal Facility

Call or Go Online

(617) 775-4009
www.soundmuseum.net
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Direct all correspondence to:
P.O. Box 921

Billerica, MA. 01821

(978) 957-0925

Founded in 1985

Metronome Magazine is a music trade 
newspaper published monthly. We reserve 
the right to edit or delete any and all material 
submitted to this publication. All material and 
information sent becomes the property of 
Metronome unless otherwise agreed.

•Subscriptions• 
12 issues--$15.00 1st class 

•Publisher/Editor•
Brian M. Owens
•Contributors•

Douglas Sloan, Art Tipaldi, 
Alex Gecko, V.L. Brunskill, John Hall

6/13- Break Thru Music: Battle For Warped Tour 2015, 
Round 2- Ben Cote Band, Shane Slaughter, Holland Road, 
Arethusa, Halfway Home, Without Warning, The Floor’s 
Embrace, With Hearts of Glass, Shore City, Distinctions, 
Sayings, Ten Cents Short, Theatres, Patient Patient
6/25- Darkest Hour - 20th Anniversary Tour performing 
Undoing Ruin in its entirety; Dead To Fall; Carnivora; Death 
Rattle; Pathogenic; The Game
6/26- Crowbar; Battlecross; Lord Dying; Handsome 
Bastards; It Destroys And Kills

PARADISE ROCK CLUB
Boston, MA. 

(617) 562-8800

6/1- Lil Dicky; Probcause
6/4- Chronixx and the Zincfence Redemption
6/5- A-Trak; Araabmuzik; Ape Drums
6/6- Jedi Mind Tricks; Moe Pope; Rite Hook
6/8- Femi Kuti & the Positive Force
6/12- Best Coast; Bully
6/13- Paul Weller; Hannah Cohen
6/15 & 16- Bad Religion
6/20- Tori Kelly - Where I Belong Tour
6/24- Real Estate
6/26- Jon Bellion
6/27- Melvins; Le Butcherettes

THE REAL SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Burlington, MA.
(781) 328-0530

6/20- RealFest- Music & food outdoors 11-6pm

THE REGATTABAR @ The Charles Hotel
Cambridge, MA.
(617) 492-2327

6/3- Albare
6/4- MRF; Lisa Bello & Justin Waithe
6/5- Larry Goldings; Peter Bernstein; Bill Stewart
6/6- Medici Musica: Rubens de La Corte
6/9- Joelle Lurie
6/10- Django A Go-Go Festival ft. Stephane Wrembel
6/12- Leftover Cuties
6/13- Lee Konitz Quartet
6/16- Petros Klampanis
6/17- Juancho Herrera CD Release
6/18- Medici Musica: Juan Perez Rodriguez
6/19- New West Guitar Group Ft. Sara Gazarek
6/20- Bill Charlap Trio
6/23- Duchess
6/27- Oz Noy Trio featuring Jerry Zee & Rocky Bryant

SCULLER’S
Boston, MA. 

(866) 777-8932

6/4- Ronnie Earl & The Broadcasters
6/5- James Cotton
6/6- Suede featuring Freddie Boyle, Rich Hill, Steve Langone
6/10- Marissa Licata with special guest James Montgomery
6/11- Renee Porcella with Pamela Hines, Dick Van Wormer 
and Miki Matsuki
6/12 & 13- The Rippingtons
6/17- Joyce Moreno
6/18- Benny Green Trio
6/19- The Django Festival Allstars
6/25- Eldar Djangirov
6/26- Johnny A.

TOBY KEITH’S BAR & GRILL
Foxboro, MA. 
(508) 543-3945

6/4- Big Hix
6/5- The Grand Central

6/6- Walking the Line
6/11 &12- Thirty 6 Red
6/13- Dalton and the Sheriffs
6/18- Shotgun Still
6/19- Southern City
6/20- Chad Burdick
6/25- Darren Bessette
6/26- Black Diamond
6/27- Branded

T.T. The BEAR’S
Cambridge, MA.
(617) 492-2327

6/2- Stone Creatures; Mundo’s Crazy Circus; Hoochie 
Coochie Men; Apollo Blue
6/5- The Big Lonesome; Vary Lumar; Jason Anderson Band; 
The Fatal Flaw
6/6- US Air Guitar Championships - Boston Qualifier
6/7- The Very Best
6/8- Roses; The VeeVees
6/9- Flight of Fire; Chaser Eight; Blindspot; DeathBy Bill; 
Rachel Alix
6/10- Mos Generator; Wounded Giant; Magic Circle; 
Worshipper
6/11- Here We Just Dream; Undersea; Aero; Fine Animal
6/14- Houseguests; Anjimile; Pulitzer Prize Fighter; The 
Michael Character
6/15- I/O; Hawking; Sports.; Shakusky
6/16- Florio; Skyes; Pale Hands
6/17- The Interlopers; Jive McFly; Bron Don; Andrew Tufano
6/18- Son Real
6/21- Best Bet; Royal Street; Marina City; We Built The 
Moon; Sic Vita
6/23- Random aka Mega Ran vs Brentalfloss
6/24- Powerslut; My Own Worst Enemy; Uranium Daughters; 
Maximum Hackman
6/26- Await Rescue; The Under; Cortez Record Release; 
Das Muerte
6/27- Continental; Absinthe Rose; The Charms

WILBUR THEATER
Boston, MA.

(617) 248-9700

6/2 & 3- “Weird Al” Yankovic
6/4- Dark Star Orchestra
6/5- Boston Pride presents a Conversation with Pussy Riot
6/6- The Fab Faux: Meet (With) The Beatles
6/7- Buddy Guy
6/11- Shawn Colvin & Marc Cohn
6/12- David Bromberg Band
6/13- Fortune Feimster
6/14- Trainwreck Comedy Tour- Amy Schumer & Friends
6/17- T.j. Miller
6/18 & 19- The truTV Impractical Jokers “Where’s Larry?” 
Tour Starring The Tenderloins
6/20- Richard Thompson Trio
6/22- Stuff You Should Know
6/25- Keb Mo
6/26- The Weepies
6/27- Kidz Bop

XFINITY CENTER
Mansfield, MA. 
(508) 205-0922

6/6- Summer Jam 2015
6/8- Mumford & Sons
6/9- Lana Del Rey
6/12- Tim McGraw; Billy Currington; Chase Bryant
6/13- Dave Matthews Band
6/14- Fall Out Boy; Wiz Khalifa
6/20- Train
6/25- Kid Rock
6/27- Dierks Bentley



The Inebriations
by Brian M. Owens

     What started out as a virtual one man 
show has blossomed in to a burgeoning 
roots rock fest. The Inebriations are the 
kind of outfit you’ll hear playing in a 
seedy barroom in the baddest part of 
town, but they’re also the kind of group 
you’ll remember distinctly for their energy, 
enthusiasm and musical prowess. I spoke 
with founding member Dave Yuknat and 
he outlined how The Inebriations have 
become far more than just a dream and 
where they plan on steering the ship...

METRONOME: How long have The 
Inebriations been together?
     Dave Yuknat: Let’s call it two or 
three years. It started out with me doing 
demos in my basement then I started 
looking around for 
some bandmates. 
For a while we didn’t 
have a drummer, so 
it was myself and 
“Dark” Mark White 
and another guitar 
p laye r.  When  i t 
first started out it 
was just one guy 
and some demos 
shooting them out 
to the world.
M E T R O N O M E : 
W a s  i t  s o l o 
acoustic stuff?
     There was some 
electric on it, but it 
was mostly acoustic 
instruments. The 
first batch of demos 
I  put out as The 
Inebr iat ions had 
a lot of mandolin, 
banjo and acoustic 
guitars on it with 
me playing a vintage 
marching drum. It 
was interesting stuff. 
Then it grew.
METRONOME: Did you release it as 
a CD?
     I never put out a CD. I would just put it 
out online. I called it the Demo EP. There 
are 5 or so songs on it. I got a little bit of 
press locally from it, but it really helped 
me decide what to do. 
     I had always been a bass player in 
different bands, but I really didn’t discover 
my voice until I was about 40 years old 
(laughs). That’s late in life to discover... I 
think I could front the band.
METRONOME: You must have been 
playing guitar along the way too?
     Definitely. I would play anything you put 

in my hands. I know the same five chords 
on every instrument (laughs). That’s all 
you need to make noise and that’s what 
I love to do.
METRONOME: When did your drummer 
come along?
     I want to say about two years ago.
METRONOME: In the early days, did 
you go under your name or were you 
using The Inebriations name?
     Back in the 1990s I was in a band 
called Notary Public and we made a run 
of it. We played everywhere. Then I hung 
it up for a while. I played bass with the 
Chris Canty Band for many years. He is 
a great singer-songwriter. I was childhood 
friends with the guitar player who played 
with him named Brian Sargent.

METRONOME: Was there a defining 
moment when you realized you had to 
put a band together?
     I always did stuff for myself and it felt 
good right out of the gate. Once the first 
version of the band got going with “Dark” 
Mark and Eric Wells on guitar, things 
started to happen. We had a Johnny Cash 
and the Tennessee Two Thing going. I was 
using my left foot as the drummer with an 
old vintage marching drum. I didn’t want 
it to be to Mumford-y but it really was 
happening. It felt great. 
     Over time Rick Weden, who plays 
drums with us, was a friend of mine from 

kicking around town. He plays in a band 
called Vice Grips. He shares that band 
with Jamie Walker from The Swinging 
Steaks. He’s been playing forever and 
he’s a phenomenal drummer. Once we 
got him interested, the thing just took off. 
A lot of times that the two of us spend 
together is like the Stones; you get the 
rhythm guitar and the drums. Once you 
lock those things together, things really 
fall in to place. So all the work we did 
together really made it feel like we were 
legit. That was the turning point. Once 
Rick and I locked in together, we made a 
real tight bond. “Dark” Mark is so good 
he could just come in and nail it. It’s been 
a great partnership. 
METRONOME: Are you guys a trio 

now?
     We went on as a trio after Eric Wells 
left the band last summer and that’s when 
something really started happening. I was 
forced to play lead guitar and little parts 
here and there. We played a few gigs as 
a trio and it really felt great. 
     I think we all thought something was 
missing though and as luck would have 
it, Rick’s brother David is a very good 
guitar player. We’re just getting him on 
board right now. We’re back to a four 
piece now and what he’s adding is great. 
We’re really excited and fired up for the 
spring and summer.

METRONOME: Was it hard to make the 
transition as a four piece to a trio and 
then back to a four piece?
     Bringing anyone in you have to get that 
person up to speed as far as the set and 
get them comfortable. It’s fun because 
for the rest of us it’s really good to hear 
that new dynamic in all the songs. David 
will play a song and think he stepped all 
over it, but what we heard was amazing. 
It’s going great and we’re really receptive 
to hearing the new sounds. He’s a quick 
study and a fantastic player, so we’re 
having a lot of fun with it. It’s not really 
a chore. The only chore is getting four 
schedules to line up.
METRONOME: You played a lot of 
slide guitar on your new CD, Whiskey 

Wanderlust. Will you 
continue on in that 
vein and have a dual 
guitar thing going 
l ike  the  A l lman 
Brothers Band?
     I wish I could 
play Derek’s [Trucks] 
stuff (laughs). I think 
you’ll hear less slide. 
I think David will pick 
up some of the slide 
parts that are on 
that record. It was a 
moment in time when 
I had this lap steel 
and I was loving the 
sounds I was getting 
out of it. I thought it 
added an awful lot 
because it was just 
me recording the 
parts. I didn’t mean to 
define the band as a 
roots rock band with 
a steel component, 
but it turned out that 
way and I’m really 
happy with it. If you 
see us l ive going 

forward, if you’re expecting to hear that, 
you’re not going to hear as much of it.
METRONOME: I thought the slide 
worked perfectly for the material you 
were playing. I was just wondering if 
you were going to explore that more.
     I would like to hear it because it worked 
so well especially on the songs you heard 
it on, but I don’t know. That was added 
on. I had the tracks and they needed 
something. I love that grimy slide sound, 
so that was a lap steel. Nobody’s playing 
slide on an openly tuned guitar... yet. But 
we’re still working in the new lineup and 
once we get the song structures down, I 
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think we’ll be able to go back and punch 
in some really cool parts.
METRONOME: What made you decide 
to record Whiskey Wanderlust?
     We had been gigging and then we 
had the shakeup with the lineup. It was 
something to do to keep us moving 
forward, to have that project, and I needed 
something to give people. I needed a few 
songs to release an EP and a reason to 
have a show behind it. I wanted to record. 
     We didn’t go to a studio. Rick and I 
went down and recorded all the tracks in 
my basement with live drums, three mics 
in to a mixer, cut live on to one track, in 
to GarageBand. We are very proud of the 
sounds we captured DIY in my basement. 
     The help we had to put it over the top 
was having it mixed with Sean McLaughlin 
at 37 Foot Studios. It’s amazing what a 
really good engineer-producer can add. 
We used the Rolling Stones as our North 
star because what they did back in the 
1960s & 70s... some of the stuff was 
recorded on the shittiest equipment 
with just a couple of microphones, but it 
sounds so good (laughs). We worked up 
those songs and recorded about twelve 
of them. The ones we didn’t botch ended 
up on the Whiskey Wanderlust. 
METRONOME: Did you pick the five 
best tracks from those songs for the 
disc?
     Basically we recorded as much as we 
could in one day. The whiskey kind of shut 
us off (laughs). Then we went back and 
worked on it and revisited it. We picked 
the best of the best.
METRONOME: Did you do vocal & 
guitar overdubs once the basic tracks 
were done?
     Oh yeah, guitars, vocals and slide. Then 
Mark came in and played bass. It wasn’t 
like a live to tape thing. The drum tracks 
were live so that was the old school part.
METRONOME: It sounds like the album 
went together pretty quick?
     Yeah, pretty quick. I spent a few weeks 
on it as time permitted. I would say four 
weeks after that first weekend. Then I 
found Sean to help out with the rest. He 
needed a few weeks to fit it in to schedule. 
That was it. I came home and mastered 
it myself, pressed some CDs and sent it 

out to the world.
METRONOME: Do you have plans to 
record again?
     We’re going to get back to the studio 
and do something again this year.
METRONOME: Your songs and the 
band’s name makes reference to 
drinking whiskey. Is that a part of the 
band’s culture or is it an exaggeration?
     I would say it’s real. We’re not over the 
top with it especially at our age, but boy, 
yeah we really love sitting around with a 
bottle of whiskey. There’s nothing to it. 
The band name came from back when 
it was just me. I had this idea that The 
Inebriations were the songs. I thought, It’s 
a cool name, I’m going to stick with that. 
You have the bottle imagery that works 
really well. We have that rootsy sound and 
we love that old school vibe and there’s 
certainly lots of that in the old school rock 
& roll myths. We’re not raging alcohols, 
but we love to have a good time.
METRONOME: Tell me about the song 
“Loozianna.” It’s a great song and 
there’s a play in the spelling. What 
inspired that?
     Louisiana and New Orleans is 
something that comes up a lot in my 
writing because I have such a love for that 
place. The day I graduated college, my 
friend and I Steven Pete jumped in a van 
and drove to New Orleans just because 
we heard it was cool down there. Boy did 
I fall in love with that place. I’ve been back 
there a bunch of times. Lots of adventures 
come out of there. When you’re writing a 
song, you have a few beers in you, and 
you’re strumming those rootsy chords, 
places like Louisiana and Memphis come 
out. There’s actually an autobiographical 
nature to that song. A lot of my songs are 
inspired by travel. 
METRONOME: What is the song “1955” 
about?
     That’s just about rediscovering music, 
live music particularly. There was a spell 
of time where I wasn’t getting out as much 
as I like and I’m still not. I put together that 
idea by taking a look at how people get 
famous through music like Elvis. He was 
at the right place at the right time.
METRONOME: Why the year 1955 and 
not 1953?

     It rhymed (laughs). If I was being 
historically accurate about Elvis’ time 
at Sun Studios, it might not have been 
‘55, it might have been ‘53, but it was 
close enough. Memphis makes another 
appearance in that song.
METRONOME: Does Elvis have a lot of 
influence musically on you?
     I loved all the stuff that came out of 
Sun Studios. It was magic. I wanted that 
Johnny Cash Tennessee Two Thing. I was 
going for that. I loved it. I still do.
METRONOME: Who else did you like 
from that time period?
     That early Cash and Elvis stuff really 
resonated with me.
METRONOME: Was mom and dad 
listening to that music when you were 
a kid?
     My mother loved Elvis, but she loved 
the 1970s Elvis. Actually, thinking about it 
now, of course she loved the 1950s Elvis 
because that’s what made her a fan. That 
comeback special that he did with them 
just sitting around playing.. that was killer. 
I soaked that stuff up. Just the part of 
them sitting around in a circle. That killed 
me. I loved it.
METRONOME: How would you 
describe your sound to someone who 
had never heard you before?
     I’ve been leaning towards roots rock 
and making sure I say that when I describe 
our sound because there is just as much 
Keith Richards as there is Scotty Moore 
for us.
     I dug in to the old blues stuff like 
Lightnin’ Hopkins. I love that stuff. I’m 
no historian when it comes to music I just 
know what I like.
METRONOME: You said that you didn’t 
find your voice until you were 40 years 
old. Didn’t you sing in your earlier 
bands?
     Yes, in the Notary Public band, harmony 
was a big thing, so I was singing here and 
there, and I was writing songs. I’m taking 
songs today that I wrote back when I 
was 25/26 years old and revisiting them, 
applying what I know today and coming 
up with new versions to make them brand 
new. It’s a lot of fun.
METRONOME: How you felt about a 
song when you were 25 is completely 

different today.
     Totally. But something was there that 
made you write it down. So dig it up, dust 
it off and polish it up. That’s what I’ve been 
doing. I’m looking forward to getting more 
of this stuff out the door. This summer is 
going to be big for that.
METRONOME: Will you record in your 
home studio like you did for Whiskey 
Wanderlust?
     I don’t know yet. We’re certainly set up 
to do it, but I‘d like to go to a studio this 
time. We don’t know exactly what we’re 
going to do next. Things just happen with 
us (laughs). 
METRONOME:  I thought the last 
project sounded great...
     GarageBand is amazing. There are a 
few things I’d like to change, but I go in 
to Logic and it’s a hair more complicated 
than I need it to be. Springsteen recorded 
Nebraska on a four track machine. I just 
need the basics.
METRONOME: Simplicity through the 
ages has always been the dominant 
force. It always works.
     I like that whole Jack White, Black Keys 
sound. It resonates.
METRONOME: Are you the primary 
songwriter?
     So far it’s just me. The arrangements 
are a different story. I love where they go 
on the songs.
METRONOME: Where can people go on 
the internet to find out more about The 
Inebriations and buy your CDs?
     Theinebriations.com has links to all 
the social media, iTunes and Spotify. It’s 
everywhere.
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BRIAN LISIK & THE UNFORTUNATES
CURTISINTERRUPTEDUS
14-SONG

• JAN. 13
• NEVER WAS
• BEATEN UP BLUE
• MARIETTA
• PARAMOURS
• THE BEEKEEPER
• BORN ON NEEDLES AND PINS
• NORMALCY
• CHAOS IS A FRIEND OF MINE
• ST. PATRICK’S DAY (Alex)
• ABOUT ME BACK HOME
• TATTERED & BROKEN
• NEEDLES (reprise)

• SWAGGER SWAY FALL

     O n  L i s i k ’s  l a t e s t  a l b u m , 
Curtisinterruptedus, the Ohio native, 
along with bandmates Steve Norgrove on 
bass & guitar, Ray Flanagan on guitar and 
drummer Craig Lisik (The Unfortunates) 
deliver a sundry album of songs that 
span from Springsteen inspired ballads 
to full tilt mid-West rockers ala John 
Mellencamp. Throughout the disc, Lisik 
and company prove to be a solid outfit 
while capitalizing on the meaning of team 
play. The songs are well crafted featuring 
Brian Lisik’s brawny vocals and clever 
lyrics bolstered by his band’s effective 
performance.
     One of the album’s highlights (and there 
are many) includes a smoldering duet 
with Akron singer Rachel Roberts on the 
tune “Paramours.” Roberts offers up just 
enough contrast to Lisik’s muscle that the 
song shifts in to hyperdrive as soon as she 
hits the mic. Other songs of note include 
the rocking album opener “Jan. 13,” the 
Mellencamp infused “Never Was,” the 
turbulent “Beaten Up Blue,” and the rock 
fervor of “Normalcy.”
     Wearing multiple badges of country, 
pop, folk and rock, Brian Lisik and The 
Unfortunates manage an album that will 

appeal to a large populous of listeners. 
Good stuff!   [B.M.O.]

Contact--www.brianlisik.com

THE LIED TO’S
11-SONG CD

• TELL ME SOMETHING NEW
• YOUR HEART ISN’T MINE
• CARRY YOUR BOOTS
• TENNESSEE
• THINGS AREN’T ALWAYS AS THEY 
SEEM
• SLEEP IN
• EULALIE
• YOU ALREADY KNOW
• DO YOU EVER MISS THE THINGS YOU 
SWORE YOU WOULD NEVER DO
• TEN
• ALWAYS ASKING FOR YOU

     Singer-songwriter-guitarist Susan 
Levine and singer-songwriter-multi-
instrumentalist Doug Kwartler have 
teamed up to create one of the finest 
contemporary guy/gal duos on the scene 
today. Calling themselves the Lied To’s, 
Levine and Kwartler’s voices couldn’t be 
more suited to one another’s on their self-
titled debut album. While the duo handled 

the recording & production process, a 
majority of the instrumentation and all the 
vocals, they enlisted Mark Spencer on 
lap steel, Doug Pettibone on guitar and 
John-Henry Trinko on piano  & Hammond 
organ to add their understated talents to 
the project.
     Best songs sure to garner Adult 
contemporary airplay include  the sweetly 
sung “Tennessee,” the country sway of 
“Things Aren’t Always as They Seem,”  the 
hopeful yearning of “Ten,” the outstanding 
dual lead vocals of “Tell Me Something 
New” and the cover of Peter Wolf’s 
“Always Asking For You.” Americana, folk, 
country or pop... call it what you want, 
Kwatler and Levine nailed this recording 
to the wall. Outstanding!   [D.S.]

Contact--www.liedtomusic.com

CARISSA JOHNSON
FOR NOW
12-SONG CD

• INK
• I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO BELIEVE IN 
ANYMORE
• SAY WHAT YOU WILL
• CLOSED ON SUNDAY
• FOR NOW
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• RUN RIOT
• SEW ME TOGETHER
• BEST OF ALL
• REDIAL
• DEAR DISORDER
• OPEN YOUR EYES
• NOBODY’S PHONY HERE

     Carissa Johnson rocks! And I mean 
rocks. As soon as her new disc, For Now, 
hit the laser in my CD player, the room 
started shaking and the earth started 
quaking. Comparisons to Joan Jett & The 
Blackhearts came roaring to the forefront 
as she and her band tore the wallpaper 
off my office walls. 
     Penning eleven of the album’s tracks 
(one co-written with producer Doug 
Batchelder) and performing a lone Scott 
Johnson tune to round out the dozen, 
Carissa boasts her considerable talents 
as she sings, plays guitar and thumps 
the bass with skillful rock & roll authority. 
     Employing a handful of musical 
friends like producer/guitarist Doug 
Batchelder, lead guitarist Scott Johnson 
and Veronica Croke on tambourine along 
with drummers Tommy Leger, Andrew 
Krevat, Johnny Lynch, Ross Tracy and 
Brett Ennis and singers Philip Cohen, Ben 
Cote, Natasha Hebden and Matt Belfiore, 
Carissa keeps the songs tight and rockin’ 
throughout the disc.
     Best tracks: the post-punk anthem 
“Run Riot,” the bombastic “Sew Me 

Together,” the quirky brilliance of “Dear 
Disorder,” the Lita Ford inspired “Say 
What You Will,” and the boisterous Joan 
Jett infused album opener “Ink.” Carissa 
Johnson may not be a household name 
now, but give it some time. You’ll know 
her soon enough!   [D.S.]

Contact--www.carissajohnson.
bandcamp.com

BLACK & BLUE MORNING
RISE
10-SONG

• MY OPINION
• MONSTER’S INSIDE
• THE DEVIL’S EYES
• ONE MORE WAVE
• THE N.E.W.S.
• TRIED & TRUE
• VICIOUS CIRCLE
• GRAVEYARD LOVE

     The power quartet Black & Blue 
Morning  came out of the gates kickin’ 
ass and taking names on their long 
anticipated album Rise. If the Red Hot 
Chili Peppers were any good, this is 
exactly what they would sound like. Lead 
vocalist and guitarist Marc Lever leads 
the aural assault with his brawny vocals 
and slashing rhythm guitar work while 
lead guitarist Keith Covert adds blistering 
single line bursts of color, energy and 

dimension. Punch in bassist Dave Roque 
and drummer Rob Moore’s compact 
rhythms and you’ve got the makings of a 
solid hard rock army.
     Radio friendly tracks include the 
raucous album opener “My Opinion,” 
the rockin’ funk of “One More Wave” 
complete with a dexterous slap & funk 
workout by bassist Roque, the ascending 
grind of The N.E.W.S.” and the thick, rich,  
funky swagger of (my favorite) “Vicious 
Circle.” Expect to hear Black & Blue 
Morning tunes blasting from car stereos 
this summer. Good stuff!   [D.S.]

Contact--
www.blackandbluemorning.com

DAN MASTERSON
ATLAS
4-SONG CD

• ATLAS
• SLOW BURN
• NOBODY I KNOW

• CITY STREETS

     Singer-songwriter-pianist-keyboardist 
Dan Masterson is one of the finest 
contemporary musicians on the scene 
today. Think Marc Cohn and Bruce 
Hornsby and you’ll get an idea of the 
breadth and depth of this performer. 
On his latest release, the four song EP 
Atlas, Masterson delivers one of the 
most majestic songs I’ve ever heard by a 
local artist on the album’s opener “Atlas.” 
Magnificently orchestrated and beautifully 
sung, Masterson and his band Austin 
Bryant on drums, Matthew Silva and 
Alec Gaston create music that’s aimed 
specifically at the heart of listeners across 
a wide range of genres and age groups. 
This guy is on his way...   [D.S.]

Contact--
www.danmastersonmusic.com



continuedHearings
THE CASH BOX KINGS
HOLDING COURT
13-SONG CD

• I AIN’T GONNA BE NO MONKEY MAN
• DOWNLOAD BLUES
• GOTTA MOVE OUT TO THE SUBURBS
• CASH BOX BOOGIE
• HOBO BLUES
• BABY WITHOUT YOU
• JUJU
• EVERYBODY’S FISHIN’
• OUT ON THE ROAD
• SUGAR PEA
• I MISS YOU MISS ANNE
• I’M A REAL LOVER
• QUARTER TO BLUE

     Blind Pig recording artists The Cash 
Box Kings featuring core band members, 
singer-arranger-harmonica player Joe 
Nosek, singer-songwriter Oscar Wilson, 
drummer Kenny “Beedy Eyes” Smith, 
and guitarist Joel Paterson along with 
rotating Kings Gerry Hundt (bass & guitar), 
Billy Flynn (guitar & mandolin), Brad Ber 
& Beau Sample (upright bass),  Mark 
Haines (drums) and Barrelhouse Chuck 
(piano) bust out with a healthy dose of 
post-war Chicago, turn-of-the-century 
Delta, and Memphis blues along with the 
early sounds of Chess and Sun Records 
recordings on their latest effort Holding 
Court.
     Whether they’re swinging jump blues, 
wailing the harmonicas or just hollering 
the blues, The Cash Box Kings prove to 
be tighter than any bonding agent you’ll 
find on the planet. Covering songs by 
Jimmy Rogers (“Out On The Road”), John 
Lee Hooker (“Hobo Blues”), Honey Boy 
Allen (“I’m A Real Lover Baby”), Willie 
Love (“Everybody’s Fishin’”), and Big 
Smokey Smothers (“I Ain’t Gonna Be No 
Monkey Man”), the Kings also inject 8 
energetic originals that simply put, jump 
and jive.
     With the passing of so many original 
blues luminaries it’s uplifting to see a new 
breed of players stepping up to carry the 
torch. The Cash Box Kings are among 
that gang.   [B.M.O.]

Contact--www.cashboxkings.com

THE PEASANTS
BIG SUNNY DAY!
12-SONG CD

• THE ALIENS ARE TRYING TO SAVE US 
FROM OURSELVES
• DON’T MAKE ME WAIT
• RAY’S TRILOGY
• BOSTON GIRL
• YOU MAKE ME FEEL DIRTY
• WADDLIN’
• I’M TRAPPED
• MIND

• MERRY CHRISTMAS, YOU’RE FIRED!
• SOUTHERN COMFORT
• BULLFIGHTERS AND GUNSLINGERS
• VINCENT VAN GOGH

     The Peasants (formerly The Velcro 
Peasants circa 1988) have been kicking 
around the Boston music scene for years 
now. Led by the musical vision of singer-
songwriter-guitarist Pete Cassani, the 
journeyman player has continually been 
dragged back in to the Boston music 
scene over the years by fate or purely by 
accident. In any case, Cassani always has 
something interesting to sing and wail on 
his guitar about. His new album Big Sunny 
Day! is no exception.
     Reinventing himself (yet again), 
Cassani is joined by longtime drummer 
Steve Hart and new peasant, Paul 
Kochanski (Swinging Steaks) on bass to 
hand-in a ceremonious album of earnest 
songs brimming with the occasional 
blistering guitar line and scream of angst. 
Cassani’s energy may still be intact, but 
his songwriting is coming from a different 
place these days. More focused and in-
control, The Peasants play mature music 
for a maturing audience.   [D.S.]

Contact--www.thepeasants.net

RICK RUSKIN
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO...
BLIND MATZOH LEFTKOWITZ
11-SONG CD

• HESITATION BLUES
• COME ON IN MY KITCHEN
• DEATH DON’T HAVE NO MERCY
• WALKIN’ BLUES
• TROUBLE IN MIND
• MARCH OF THE BLUES GUITARS
• JFC BLUES
• BORN UNDER A BAD SIGN
• STRUT YO STUFF
• ME AND THE DEVIL
• I WILL DO MY LAST SINGING IN THIS 
LAND

     Fingerstyle guitarist Rick Ruskin 
is a guitar player of the highest order. 
On his latest album, the veteran six 
stringer interprets the blues stylings of 
Rev. Gary Davis, Robert Johnson and 
Booker T. Jones as well as exploring the 
parameters of the genre, penning four of 
his own songs. It is those original songs 
where Ruskin expands fingerstyle blues 
and truly shines. “March of The Blues 
Guitars,” “JFC Blues” and “Strut Yo Stuff” 
capture Ruskin in top form highlighting 

a player in the prime of his career. Good 
stuff!   [B.M.O.]

Contact--www.liondogmusic.com

COURTNEY BARNETT
SOMETIMES I SIT AND THINK AND 
SOMETIMES I JUST SIT
11-SONG CD

• ELEVATOR OPERATOR
• PEDESTRIAN AT BEST
• AN ILLUSTRATION OF LONELINESS
• SMALL POPPIES
• DEPRESTON
• AQUA PROFUNDA!
• DEAD FOX
• NOBODY REALLY CARES IF YOU 
DON’T GO TO THE PARTY
• DEBBIE DOWNER
• KIM’S CARAVAN
• BOXING DAY BLUES 

     This record has been a well-kept 
secret in Australia but is now being 
marketed internationally. Barnett could 
be described as a singer-songwriter with 
a good Indie rock support band. The 
first two tunes, “Elevator Operator” and 
“Pedestrian At Best” are rocking stompers 
ably accented by Barnett’s girl-next-door 
vocals. Barnett is able to modulate 
between flirtatiously quaint to sultry. 
Some of the accentuation on the vocals 
is quite American, but you eventually 
hear the charming Aussie accent sneak 
in for a bit of exoticism. “Dead Fox” 
sounds entirely like a Velvet Underground 
homage, just with a female singer. My 
favorite tune is the melodic, yet fervent 
Indie pop flavored “Debbie Downer” 
which has nice organ accompaniment 
and backing vocals. It will put a smile on 
your face for the rest of the day. 
     Barnett does show some minor 
immaturity in her songwrit ing on 
“Depreston” where she sings about a 
failed Australian housing estate in an 
interesting manner, but then repeats the 
chorus so often, one is tempted to fast 
forward the track. 
     “Small Poppies” and “Kim’s Caravan” 
are rather long, slow paced moody 
pieces with a lot of meaning, but they 
don’t always work. “Aqua Profunda” 
and “Nobody Cares If You Don’t Go 
To The Party” are, on the other hand, 
more interesting mid-tempo pieces with 
amusing twists and turns. 
     Barnett ends the disc on the acoustic 
“Boxing Day Blues” where only keyboards 
add a bit of background depth. All in all, 
this record shows considerable variety 
with more than enough high points to 
justify the purchase and staying tuned for 
more.   [Gecko]

Contact--www.facebook.com/
courtneybarnettmusic





PJ Rogue
by Brian M. Owens

     Paul Rogoshewski, a.k.a. PJ Rogue, 
is a storyteller of the highest order. His 
songs are filled with vivid imagery and 
marvelous instrumentation built around a 
superb voice that takes you on a myriad of 
insightful journeys and observances that 
he feels personally connected to. His new 
album, Standing In Front of The World is 
a testament to Rogue’s sagacious prose 
and thoughtful musicality and is one of 
the finest releases you’ll hear this year...

METRONOME: Your new album, 
Standing In Front of The World sounds 
great. You have clearly been playing 
for a long time. Can you tell us about 
yourself?
     Paul Rogue: The title track tells a 
lot about my musical history. I grew up 
in a musical family that was stifled in 
certain ways. My aunt was supposed 
to sing with Harry James, but the family 
wouldn’t let her. My uncle is in that song 
and it’s a true story. I was over there for 
Thanksgiving. He pulled out the promos 
and bangs his fist on the table and says, 
“The family never supported me.” 
     I grew up in a very working class 
family. I remember bringing home my 
first guitar, a $32 Harmony F-hole I 
got from saving money from my paper 
route. My parents came home and just 
looked. They didn’t say a thing. But 
it’s always been a love of mine and 
a struggle in a lot of ways. I’ve been 
playing for a long time and since I was 
thirteen I’ve been writing songs. I was 
on the Boston folk circuit in the 1980s, 
but gave it up for about fifteen years.
METRONOME: What name were you 
going under at that time?
     PJ Rogue is just something that has 
developed. Along the time I had given 
up singing in the circuit, I learned how 
to build guitars. I went to put my name 
on the headstock and Rogoshewski 
just didn’t fit (laughs). So I came up 
with PJ Rogue and I have it on the 
headstock of one of my guitars. People 
just butchered my name, so I went with 
Rogue.
METRONOME: How long ago were 
you making guitars?
     That was in the 1990s. Alan Carruth, 
who was my teacher, had a funny 
joke that went, “Musicians are crazy 
and have no money, so we’re making 
products for crazy people with no 
money. What does that make us?”
METRONOME: Did you build guitars 
full time?
    I made two classical guitars in a five 

year period and found I just didn’t have 
the patience. Plus there are a lot of guitars 
out there. A lot. So I didn’t go that route.
METRONOME: Have you always played 
solo or were you in bands in high 
school?
     No, I was too shy. I played and wrote, 
but I wasn’t in bands. I was pretty much 
doing solo stuff. I’ve been in duos and 
have informally played with a number of 
people, but I mainly do pickup gigs when 
someone needs a fuller sound.
METRONOME: Did you play with 
anyone of note in a duo?
     Right now I’m playing with a bass 
player. He’s a real melodic player. His 

name is Lorenzo Fine. He use to be with 
the Big Black Bee.
METRONOME: How long have you and 
Lorenzo been doing the duo?
     We’ve been doing stuff for over a 
year now.
METRONOME: When did the idea to 
record Standing In Front of The World 
come to you?
     I would say half of the songs are fairly 
old. I had started a CD a number of years 
ago, but had a failed relationship. That 
takes the wind out of your sail. I had some 
songs hanging around and I had been 
writing, so the CD is really a collection of 
those songs, then I added a half dozen 

newer songs.
METRONOME: Did you have a theme 
in mind for the album? How did you 
decide which songs to record?
     That was tough. The other part of this 
was people were saying to me, “You’re 
a good songwriter. You should make a 
CD.” I kept on hearing that and decided, 
It’s time. I was also in a good financial 
position to do it and that’s always been a 
thing. I could have gone in to the studio 
with me and my guitar and some friends 
from down the block and it would have 
sounded, not so great. I couldn’t do that. I 
was loyal to the muse in that way. I wanted 
to present the material in the best possible 

form which cost an awful lot of money 
to do. That was the other part of it and 
how you do that.
METRONOME: When did you start 
recording?
     Some of the songs go back to the 
1980s.
METRONOME: Were you recording in 
Wellspring Sound back then?
     Yeah, when Wellspring Sound was 
in Newton. Some of those songs are 
ancient which is interesting because 
they are still contemporary. The global 
warming song, The Color Green, is 
actually scary considering how long 
ago I wrote that song and we’re still 
dealing with it. It’s been sitting dormant 
for a while.
METRONOME: So some of the tracks 
were recorded a long time ago and 
some were recorded more recently 
with Seth Connelly?
     Yeah. I thought Seth would be the 
person that would be the one to finally 
get this thing landed for me. I started 
with Eric [Kilburn] at his studio and 
finished those and the rest with Seth. It 
really was a long process for me.
METRONOME: Did you have to polish 
up the older songs you had recorded 
originally at Wellspring Sound or 
were they ready to go?
     No, we spent a lot of time polishing 
them up. On “Lady of Marble” and 
“Village By The Water” I redid the 
vocals, we did some bass parts over, 
and we did a lot of work on those older 
tunes.
METRONOME: “Village By The 
Water” came out great.
     Rhythmically... Oh my God. It’s 
amazing. Thank God for time correction 
(laughs).
METRONOME: What medium were 
you recording on at Wellspring? 
Tape?
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     I think we had ADATs. It might have 
actually been on 2” reel-to-reels and then 
he transferred it to ADAT.
METRONOME: Tell me about the 
opening track, “Brand New Used Car?”
     That was from a dream I had. I had this 
dream that I had a yellow convertible that 
I was fixing up. It was an affirming dream 
that was, You’re okay, you just need a little 
tweaking. Everybody needs a little work, 
right? So I had the dream and wrote the 
song from a dream. That’s why it sounds 
like it’s about a car. 
     I worried about the middle verse 
because people might think it’s a Jesus 
thing. No, it’s not. Your higher self is 
your partner. It’s a little nebulous and 
then a little Asberger’s brings it home. 
I’m glad you liked that song. I don’t 
get too many comments on that one. 
METRONOME: I thought it was very 
clever. Is that a newer song?
     Yeah, that’s newer. The newer songs are 
“Standing In Front of The World,” “Fresh 
Feet,” (which is really about a cat’s point 
of view)...
METRONOME: “Dirty Feet” had an 
island feel about it?
     It was a friend of mine’s birthday and 
we were writing songs for him. Sometimes 
songs just force their way in. I don’t know 
where they come from. This is what’s 
coming through. “Lady of Marble” was 
like that and “Dirty Feet” was like that. 
     I was working on a birthday song and all 
of a sudden this song came through. I had 
know idea what it even meant. It’s a song 
about poverty in a happy context. People 
in the third world love their kids, yet...
METRONOME: Then you shifted gears 
and got a reggae thing going on 
“Keeper of The Flame,” which is 
another cool song. What’s that about?
     It’s really about trying to give strength 
and inspiration to people who are trying to 
make this a better world. They’re working 
hard behind the scenes and making 
sacrifices and that’s what “Keeper of The 
Flame” is about. I really loved putting the 
sequence of the music together where 
you get the “Dirty Feet” song and then 
it shifts in to this pretty somber reggae 
number.
METRONOME: Did anyone inspire 

“Keeper of The Flame?”
     You might say that has a lot of Bruce 
Cockburn influence in it.
METRONOME: Then you presented the 
Latin flavored “The Color Green.” How 
did that song come about?
     I never thought about that one as Latin 
flavored, but I can hear it. That one is 
another Cockburn inspired work. I had a 
whole different set of lyrics for it. I wanted 
to write a song about climate change, and 
like I said, this is going back. I wanted to 
shake people up with that and say, This 
is what can happen. 
     It takes place somewhere in the 
country where the father is taking a walk 
with his child and he’s pining for those 
days and trying to explain to his kid what 
the color green actually was and all the 
manifestations of the color green. The 
kid is looking at a brown landscape and 
that’s why he talks about his mother’s 
eyes being green. He doesn’t have much 
reference. So I was trying to paint a very 
bleak picture, not because I believe it, but 
because I just wanted to scare people a 
little bit. Wake them up.
METRONOME: I think we all get it. It’s 
the power and money behind it that 
doesn’t want to see change.
     I think technology will end up 
changing things. We will end up with 
some wonderful new energy source or 
someway of really conserving. The earth 
will survive. It’s mankind that will suffer 
and have economic loss and loss of life 
and health and quality of life. I imagine 
we will survive, but it’s just creating a 
terrible hardship on people. We are our 
own worse enemy.
METRONOME: Was the song “Standing 
In Front of the World” introspective?
     I think so. One of the things growing 
up in a family where you’re not well 
supported, I grew up with a lot of stage 
fright. It’s imprinted. You get up there and 
wonder, are you valid? It took me a long 
time to feel comfortable on stage. That’s 
a real song about who I am.
METRONOME: Do you play this material 
live solo or with a duo?
     There’s always new songs. I’m doing 
some of this and doing some new stuff. 
Lorenzo had to go back and learn some 

of the older material.
METRONOME: When you go out with 
the duo, what is the instrumentation?
     I sing and play guitar and Lorenzo plays 
electric bass.
METRONOME: Does he sing too?
     No. There are other musicians too. 
Jackie Damsky is a great violin player 
and she plays with me occasionally. 
We did the CD release last October 
in Framingham. We had Seth playing, 
and my friend Andy Holiner playing 
percussion. We had a really nice pickup 
band for the CD release party.
METRONOME: You had some great 
players guest on the album: Andy 
Holiner, Billy Novick, Billy Conway, 
Ricardo Monzon, and Geoff Bartley. 
Are these folks friends of yours or were 
they suggested to you?
     I would say a mix. Geoff was a friend. 
Andy is one of my best friends. Some 
of the backup vocalists I had been in 
songwriting groups with. Billy Conway 
was a recommendation from Eric.
METRONOME: You also had Don Croad 
and Oen Kennedy help out with the 
project. How did you meet them?
     Don was a recommendation from Seth 
and Oen I have known for a long time. 
He’s a wonderful man.
METRONOME: Tell me about “the late” 
Johnny Cunningham. He played fiddle 
on “The Color Green.”
     He was a very famous fiddle player with 

Silly Wizard. I wanted a violin for “Lady of 
Marble” and The Color Green.” He was 
the man. He had alcohol problems. He 
was recording with Robbie O’Connell the 
session before and went out for lunch. I 
was next. When he recorded his parts 
he was smashed... but what a brilliant 
violin player. To be able to do that. It was 
amazing. I was amazed. 
     This is probably the last recorded stuff 
that he did. People might not even know 
about it because it took so long to come 
out. He’s in a better place now I’m sure.
METRONOME: What’s coming up for 
you? Are you going to record again?
     Yeah, I have to (laughs). Probably in 
the Fall I’ll begin tracking for a new CD. To 
do that is fairly cheap. It’s just when you 
start adding instrumentation and mixing. 
Mixing takes a lot of time. I haven’t figured 
out anything yet. It will come. That’s an 
organic process.
METRONOME: Do you have any gigs 
coming up?
     I am the Open Mic host over at the 
Harvest Cafe in Hudson, MA. I’m there 
every couple of weeks. That’s always 
going on. It’s the 1st and 4th Wednesday 
of the month. If people want to come out 
to Hudson, it really is a good open mic. We 
have really high quality performers there.
METRONOME: Where can people find 
out more about you on the web?
     I’m at www.Reverbnation.com/pjrogue. 
My CD is also at CDBaby.com and iTunes.
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The Time Machine
King’s X

Photo circa: 1989
Band Members: L to R- Dug Pinnick (vocals & bass), Ty Tabor 
(vocals & guitar), Jerry Gaskill (vocals & drums).
Achievements: Changing their name from Sneak Preview  
to King’s X in 1985 on a suggestion from Sam Taylor (ZZ 
Top), one of the finest power trios in music history was born. 
Combining progressive metal, funk and soul with amazing 
harmony vocal arrangements influenced by gospel, blues, 
and British Invasion rock groups, King’s X rocked the 1980s 
with their inventive sound. Since being signed to Megaforce 
Records in 1987, King’s X has released twelve studio albums, 
two official live albums, and several independent releases. 
The band’s last studio release, XV, was released in 2008. 
On February 26, 2012, Jerry Gaskill suffered a major heart 
attack, temporarily stopping the band’s touring schedule. He 
was on a ventilator for several days while also suffering from 
pneumonia. In response, King’s X compiled an exclusive live 
release from their archives entitled Burning Down Boston: 
Live at The Channel 6/12/91. The proceeds went directly to 
Gaskill to help him offset his medical expenses. The band 
went back to touring until Gaskill suffered another heart 
attack while recovering from a “scheduled minor procedure” 
on September 12, 2014. He was scheduled to get double 
bypass surgery within 72 hours.
Where are they now?: Jerry Gaskill recovered from double 
bypass surgery last September and has ben resting. Now 
King’s X is back playing a limited number of shows in our 
area. Catch the band live on June 11 at the Regent Theater 
in Arlington MA. and again on June 12 at the Narrows Center 
for the Arts in Fall River, MA . King’s X Rocks!
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Paul Tait
by Brian M. Owens

     Like a mythical cat, Paul Tait must 
have nine lives. Just when you think the 
long time singer-songwriter-piano player 
is down and out, he comes back stronger 
and more vital than the last time you heard 
him perform. Conjuring the great piano 
men Billy Joel, Elton John and Randy 
Newman in his playing, Tait acts as a 
conduit for life and all its intricacies and 
boldly scripts those observances into his 
songs. And while things may not always 
be seen through rose colored glasses, Tait 
always manages to be true 
not only to himself, but to his 
listeners as well...

METRONOME: The last 
time we spoke was in 2008. 
What have you been up to 
since then?
     Paul Tait: When we talked 
in 2008, I had no plans 
to start recording again. I 
had just finished a home 
studio recording with former 
members of Phase Four. 
We got together in 2008 
and banged out a song we 
had written together in 1982 
called “Angels of The City.” 
When we spoke, it was 
still being mixed. I had no 
timetable.
     I thought PT20, which 
was the anthology covering 
from 1982 to 2002, was a 
bit bulky for a new fan or 
person discovering Paul Tait. 
Where do they begin? So the 
thought, The Best of Paul Tait 
began. I ended up putting 
that out in the Fall of 2009. It 
was a fourteen song “Deluxe 
Version.” I thought that was a 
good introduction. 
     Then the wheels that 
had been kind of gunky, got 
degreased and began turning 
in my head. I started writing a couple of 
songs, collaborated on a couple of songs 
with people and the next thing I knew, I 
had a bunch of songs. I knew I wouldn’t 
be able to do them in my buddy’s studio 
though. He’s a great, great friend of mine. 
He spends so much money on all of his 
equipment, but he doesn’t even have 
enough time to get in there and utilize it 
to its fullest potential. He’s just too busy. 
This is my friend Mike Beaulieu. This isn’t 
casting shade on him. He’s just busy. He 
does web hosting and is very successful. 
     So I thought about Kenny Lewis and 

said, Why don’t I give Kenny a call? It’s 
been a while. I wanted to see if he was 
interested with the idea of me going in 
and just doing maybe six songs. Just a 
new EP. As we got going, I felt an album 
developing. Kenny said, “It’s either going 
to be an EP or you need more songs.” 
This was on a Friday. So I went home 
and between that Friday and the following 
Monday, I wrote three new songs. Two 
of those songs have become my top 
downloads from the record. “I Didn’t Quit 

I Surrendered” is the #1 song of mine 
on Pandora. That was one of the newer 
songs I wrote in 2009. I wrote the whole 
song sitting at a drum kit. Then I scored 
it on the piano knowing it was going to 
be a guitar song. That’s exactly what it 
turned out to be.
     I love Ed Dailey. He’s the songwriting 
partner I had in Gloucester for over 10 
years. I said to him a lot of times, This is 
a guitar song. He would say, “The piano 
is essential. You have to have it in there.” 
He would talk me in to it. But when I went 
to Kenny, we had this great guy, Casper 

Jones playing guitar. I told him, It’s going 
to be you doing everything and he just 
did it. I said, Think Bon Jovi, Hair Metal, 
1980s.
     So what started with, I’m not recording 
to doing a couple of songs, blossomed 
in to two albums and an EP. We did 21 
songs all together with the same players. I 
was extremely fortunate to have the same 
team. It was Casper Jones on guitar, Tracy 
Ferrie on bass (Boston; Stryper) and Pete 
Kopelin on drums.

METRONOME: I heard you had a major 
health scare. What happened?
     2010, as wonderfully artistic that it 
was, was absolutely horrifying personally. 
It was the worse year. Basically, I almost 
died. When Beverly Hospital admitted 
me, they put me in the intensive care 
unit. I didn’t think I was going to live. I 
had water in my lungs and water around 
my heart which is congestive heart failure. 
And I had myopathy. It’s a degenerative 
condition. It will get worse as the years 
go by. That’s just my life. 
     Plus 2010 was the collapse of my 

business. I was stressed with that. 
When 2011 started, I knew I wasn’t 
feeling well. I didn’t know why. I 
thought, I had over extended myself 
shoveling wet, heavy snow that 
winter. I couldn’t shovel like I used 
to. I thought I was out of shape. But 
Beverly Hospital was very good to 
me. They really saved my life.
M E T R O N O M E :  We r e  y o u 
recording during that period?
     In the middle of all the bad 

things that were going 
on was the goodness 
of recording and loving 
the stuff I was getting. 
Born At Night was a 
fun record, and the 
EP, Addendum has my 
favorite song, “1975.” 
The video for that song 
has done really well in 
Germany. I’ve done 
remarkable in some 
markets that you would 
never expect. These 
are YouTube views I’m 
saying that do really 
well.
METRONOME: Do 
people download a 
lot of your songs?
     Yes. Downloads 
primarily come from 
Central Europe and the 
United States.
METRONOME: What 
came after the health 
issues?
     We began working 
on All That’s Left Is All 
That Remains. It wasn’t 
the worse year of my 
life because that would 
be 1995. That was the 
year I had to face facts 
that I was not going 
to get signed. After 

seventeen years of doing nothing, 
but pushing and going and meeting 
everybody like Phil Ramone to 
Roger Daltry, it just wasn’t going 
to happen. 
     No one individual in the business 
today has what we used to say in 
the 1970s, the power to sign. It goes 
to committee. I don’t even know if 
A&R people exist anymore. That’s 
why we had so many great artists 
and bands coming out of the 1960s 
and 1970s because they were given 
a shot.



METRONOME: When did the seed 
for your new album, Full 88 begin to 
germinate?
     In 2012, but things changed 
tremendously between my original set of 
songs and what ended up on the record.
METRONOME: Full 88 sounds like a 
somber album as compared to your 
other material. How do you view it?
     I would say subdued. It’s more adult 
contemporary. “Run Wild” is uptempo. 
It’s got a beat to it. That is the video 
single on YouTube. I hope it didn’t come 
off as depressing or anything. Everything 
comes out in the music when you write 
your lyrics. There’s not one song on the 
album about something that worked out 
great. I’m hoping somber doesn’t mean 
depressing.
METRONOME: Did it take all that time 
from 2012 to record and polish the 
songs?
     Oh no. They were done. Originally this 
was going to be like one of my previous 
records where it was a mix. You would 
have uptempo with guitars- full rock. 
Then you would have power ballads, but 
it would have been more of a mix. As I was 
going along, it was all about money. I was 
living check to check and it tied in to my 
health. I was finally granted a full disability.
METRONOME: You moved down to 
Florida. How are things for you down 
there?
     Everything went to hell when I moved 
here. My diabetes shot up, my kidney 
counts went crazy... 
METRONOME: Do you think it was 
stress?
     I think it was the stress of moving, and 
the sale of the family home and all the 
stuff that entailed. I don’t often react. I’d 
be the best guy in an earthquake. I just 
do and then later I cry. Later, I sit there 
and go, Holy shit.
METRONOME: Was the house you sold 
up here your family home where you 
grew up?
     Yes, it was. I’m here in Florida, but 
it’s just a place. It’s the same thing that 
the house was to me in Peabody. Even 
though I grew up there and moved here 
and there, it was still just a place. When I 
left, I haven’t had what people said I would 
have. One of my buddies said, “You’re 
going to get nostalgic and miss the house. 
That’s where everything happened.” 
Know what? Not once has that happened. 
I’ll tell you one thing though, if I ever went 
back, I would not want to drive down that 
street. I would not want to drive pass the 
house. Maybe that’s when I would feel 
something like that. It is what was.
          The final word about my health now is 
that I’m stable. My kidney’s have returned 
to normal. It was a temporary set back.
METRONOME: I  l iked the song 
“Midnight Angels” from your new 
album. I got a Jackson Browne vibe 
from that song. What was that about?
     Oh really? That’s interesting. I thought 
a little country rock. “Midnight Angels” 
was really about nobody specifically. It 

was just a feeling I had. It was a bunch of 
stuff. This person states in the song, “How 
long until I prove my love to you?/I’m 
going to love you as long as I’m able to.” 
That right there is an indication of frailty 
in the singer, saying as long as I am able 
to and I have the strength and the health, 
I’m going to love 
you. The second 
verse was really 
inspired by my 
friend Deb Smith 
who sings quite 
well in a variety 
of different blues 
bands and choirs. 
METRONOME: 
D id  any th ing 
specific inspire 
your writing on 
Full 88?
     A lot of it is 
imagination when 
I write. If you look 
at my lyrics going 
back to songs like 
“See Me Where 
You Are” from 
1995, you read those lyrics and say, 
“What is he talking about?” It could be 
about me. It could be about a friend of 
mine that I had a rivalry with. It could be 
about a ghost. It could be so many things.
     A lot of the lyrics on the album came 
from the wind. I just started writing and 

they came out. As of late, my songwriting 
technique has been I come up with the 
music, and I come up with a chorus or a 
verse out of the blue. Then I expand upon 
it. The album was also inspired by a young 
girl named Nicole Pfister that I met.
METRONOME: I liked “Something 

Going On.” What 
inspired that?
     That’s based 
on l i fe.  That’s 
me evaluat ing 
m y  p a s t 
re l a t i o n s h i p s . 
That’s based on 
reflection.
METRONOME: 
Did you play a 
harpsichord on 
“Unrequited”?
     Yes, that’s 
a harpsichord. 
I  p l a y e d  a 
h a r p s i c h o r d . 
A l l  t h e  m a i n 
k e y b o a r d s 
were done here 
in Ocala on a 

Tascam Portastudio. Any other keyboards 
were done by Joel Simches. He has a 
real Hammond B3 and a real Moog from 
the 1960s. In the beginning, we were just 
discussing things about how we would 
proceed with the recording. He had me 
do something unique. He had me do a 

commentary track. On an empty track I 
would say, Okay this is where the drums 
are going to come in. We should pull 
out here. It’s just going to be piano and 
vocal here. I did that and he said, “It was 
immensely helpful. It was like having you 
in the room.” He also said after he heard 
the initial tracks, “If I hear something, can 
I add it?” I said, Absolutely. Just as long 
as it doesn’t overwhelm the song. 
     On a big stereo or with good 
headphones you’re going to hear the 
layering- the keyboard layering, the 
percussion layering, and he even added 
guitar. That was another reason this 
project was so mellow. I had decided not 
to use any guitar. That’s the thing that’s 
missing. There’s no prominent guitar. 
     There’s a little bit of acoustic on “In 
The Sky There Are No Lines.” I wrote that 
song about a group dynamic. It’s just the 
same as a one-on-one relationship. If you 
don’t nurture it, over time, it’s going to fall 
apart. But there’s no guide book. There’s 
no rules. So in the sky, there are no lines. 
There are no signs to follow.
METRONOME: How long did it take to 
record Full 88?
     Not a long time. Once we got going, 
not counting the time I spent looking 
for a studio here in Ocala, maybe it was 
just six months. The plan was to record 
everything down here with studio people 
down here, get the final mix, and then 
send it to Joel. I always planned on Joel 
being a part of it because Joel and I had  
known each other for 25 years, but we 
never worked on a music project together. 
I wanted him to put the final mastering 
touch on it. Joel does music and nothing 
else. His life is music, music and music.
     This is where Nicole Pfister plays a 
part too. We got messaging each other. 
She has a very rare form of leukemia. She 
was given a 50/50 chance of living. Her 
attitude is, “I’m not afraid to die. I’m afraid 
of not having lived.” I thought, Wow, what 
a great attitude. How inspiring is that. 
     I became friends with her mother. 
Nicole’s a young woman. She just turned 
14. Imagine being thirteen and being told 
you’re going to die or you have a good 
chance of dying? But she’s maintained 
this positive attitude. She’s not letting it 
stop her. I thought, How can I let little set 
backs stop me when this girl is fighting 
for her life? Her attitude is so good. I 
dedicated the album to her because she 
was so inspiring to me. She was the real 
reason why I recorded this CD.
     Once I got going on the songs, things 
just rolled out. It took me a week to do my 
tracks. Then it took Joel from November 
to the end of January and it was done.
METRONOME: Where can people go 
on the internet to find out more about 
you and to buy your albums?
     They can go to www.PaulTaitTunes.com. 
Everything is there from history, photos 
and a bio to video links, discography, 
reviews and a blog. They can also go to 
CDBaby.com, iTunes, Amazon and all the 
other online sites. It’s all there.



Metronome Madness

MannMade USA celebrates 30 years
     John Mann and Paul Reed Smith together made history when the PRS vibrato/tuning system  received its US 
patent 30 years ago. The two men have been working closely together since 1979, when they first met at Paul’s 
one-man workshop on West Street, Annapolis, MD. At that time, Paul was designing and building his first guitar 
for Carlos Santana. In early conversations, Carlos insisted that Smith build him a guitar with a vibrato bridge that 
stayed in tune. During one of their phone calls, Paul Smith said “Okay, I’ll put a vibrato on it that won’t go out of 
tune.” After hanging up Paul remembers thinking, “How on earth am I going to do that?” So the quest began. 
     Enter John Mann… who first met Paul when he brought a guitar to Paul for repair. From their initial meeting, 
a friendship evolved, fueled by the desire to design and build the ultimate electric guitar. Paul enlisted John to 
engineer and manufacture the vibrato bridge that Carlos demanded. By the time Paul was ready to install a bridge 
on the first Santana guitar, the bridge had been designed, tested and proved to work flawlessly. Not only did it 
look and sound amazing, it stayed it tune.
    Mannmade USA wants you to join them in celebration. They have issued a special anniversary run of the original 
legendary PRS-MANN vibrato bridge. Only a limited quantity will be built and each will come with a certificate of 
authenticity. For more info, please visit www.MannMadeUSA.com. 

Greetings guys and gals, boys and girls. 
Welcome to the June installment of Metronome 
Madness. Spring has truly sprung. Our 
temperatures are bouncing up and down like 
a superball. Glad I’m not trying forecast the 
weather although I wouldn’t mind the paycheck. 
There’s lots of interesting things to tell you 
about, so get comfortable, pour yourself a cold 
one, and please read on... First of all, if you’re 
going to penalize our beloved Patriots 
quarterback Tom Brady, then you should 
penalize everyone who touched the football 
that day! Wouldn’t the center, running backs 
and receivers have known too. GIVE US A 
BREAK! Tom we’re behind you 110%! Phil 
Collen, lead guitarist of Def Leppard, 
announced the formation and release of a new 
blues based music project, Delta Deep, 

coming this summer.  Collen recorded the mix 
of original and hand-picked cover tracks with 
fel low Delta Deep  bandmates Debbi 
Blackwell-Cook (back-up vocalist for such 
artists as Michael Buble  and Luther 
Vandross), Forrest Robinson (drummer for 
India.Arie, Joe Sample & The Crusaders, 
TLC), and Robert DeLeo (bassist for Stone 
Temple Pilots). Their self-titled debut album will 

be released on June 23, 2015 on Mailboat 
Records and features specia l  guest 
appearances by Def Leppard vocalist Joe 
Elliott, Whitesnake’s David Coverdale, Sex 
Pistols/Manraze drummer Paul Cook, and 
Girl/Manraze bassist, Simon Laffy. Collen 
initially started Delta Deep in 2012 after 
jamming at home over the course of a year with 
friend and relative, Debbi Blackwell-Cook 
(Blackwell-Cook is the Godmother of Collen’s 
wife, Helen). What started as a casual pairing 
singing Motown and classic blues staples while 
Debbi frequently visited Collen’s home quickly 
turned into much more. Collen, Helen, and 
Debbi began writing original music which 
Collen and Debbi recorded in Collen’s home 
studio. Later that year, a chance meeting re-
acquainted Collen with Memphis native  and 
enigmatic heavy metal, jazz, & R&B drummer 
Forrest Robinson. A friend suggested giving 
STP bassist Robert DeLeo a call.  Sharing a 
loving affinity for soul, funk and the blues, 
DeLeo was the perfect fit. According to Collen, 
“We really wanted Robert in this band. He had 
the added firepower of being the premiere 
pioneer and most ‘bad-ass bass player’ to 
come out of the alternative rock explosion.” 
The best description for Delta Deep, a multi-
racial band, has been “Aretha and Tina in their 
prime singing over early Zeppelin.” Original 
lead off single “Bang The Lid” introduces the 
musical synchronicity of Collen, Blackwell-
Cook, DeLeo, & Robinson. Blackwell-Cook 
also duets with Collen on the album tracks as 
well as with featured vocalists Def Leppard’s 
Joe Elliott on “Mistreated” and Whitesnake’s 
David Coverdale on “Private Number.” 
Legendary Sex Pistols drummer Paul Cook 
and Collen’s former bandmate from GIRL bass 
player Simon Laffy guest on the classic cover 
“Black Coffee.” Guesting on the Delta Deep 
original, “Burnt Sally” is  keyboardist, CJ 
Vanston (Tina Turner, Toto, Joe Cocker, Carol 
King) adding to the soulful tune on the 
Hammond B3 Organ. Check www.deltadeep.
net for breaking news, new content, and tour 
information. Mascot Label Group’s Provogue 
Records released Sonny Landreth’s new 
album Bound By The Blues on June 9. The 
recording marks a return to the slide guitarist’s 
musical roots, presenting a bold, big-sounding 
collection of tracks that swagger like the best 
of classic rock, climb to stratospheric heights 
of jazz informed improvisation, and inevitably 

remain deeply attached to the elemental 
emotional and compositional structures that 
are at the historic core of the blues. Landreth 
offers, “Ever since my Grammy-nominated 
2003 release, The Road We’re On, fans have 
been asking me, ‘When are you going to do 
another blues album?’ After expanding my 
songs for Elemental Journey into an orchestral 
form, I thought I’d get back to the simple, but 
powerful blues form. I’d been playing a lot of 
these songs on the road with my band, and 
we’ve been taking them into some surprising 
places musically. So going into the studio to 
record them with just our trio seemed like the 
next step.” With Landreth’s mountainous guitar 
tones and singing leading the way on its ten 
songs, Bound By the Blues is a powerful 
tribute to the durability and flexibility of the 
genre, and to his own creative vision. It’s also 
a radical departure from his previous two 
albums, 2012’s classical/jazz fusion outing 
Elemental Journey and 2008’s guest-star-
studded From the Reach. The lean Mississippi 
native, who grew up in Lafayette, Louisiana, 
has enjoyed a prolific career for decades, 
dating back to his solo debut album Blues 
Attack in 1981. Over the years he has 
performed and recorded with artists that 

include John Hiatt, British ambassador of the 
blues, John Mayall, as well as touring as a 
member of Jimmy Buffett’s Coral Reefer 
Band. He also collaborated with Eric Clapton, 
and has performed at all of Clapton’s 
prestigious Crossroads Guitar Festivals since 
2004.  Along the way Landreth has continued 
to develop his vision and his musical voice, 
growing increasingly original and diverse, 
expanding from blues, zydeco, folk, country 
and jazz into increasingly category-blurring 
musical excursions like Bound By the Blues. 
He offers, “Developing a style and an approach 
that is your own musically is not something to 
be taken for granted,  I’m at a point in life where 
I want to make the most of every moment I can 
and that changes your perspective, your 
priorities and how you relate to everyone else. 
And at the end of the day, I think that’s the 
essence of what I wanted to express with 
Bound By The Blues.” Kansas City blues-soul 
singer/bassist Danielle Nicole unveiled cover 
art for her debut full length release, Wolf Den, 
designed by Allen Helbig who won the design 
contest to create the Wolf Den cover through 
Creative Allies, an online community that 
connects designers with musical projects. 
There were over 160 design entries. Danielle 
Nicole will release Wolf Den, featuring 
GRAMMY-winning producer/guitarist Anders 
Osborne, Galactic drummer Stanton Moore 
and guitarist Luther Dickinson, on August 
21st. Berklee College of Music president 
Roger H. Brown presented drum legend 
Harvey Mason with an honorary doctor of 
music degree at Berklee’s commencement 
ceremony, Saturday, May 9, at the 7,000-seat 
Agganis Arena at Boston University. More than 
900 Berklee graduates, their parents, and 
invited guests were in attendance. Honorary 
doctorate recipients are recognized for their 
achievements and influences in music, and for 
their enduring contributions to American and 
international culture. Past recipients include 
Duke Ellington (the first, in 1971), Aretha 
Franklin, Dizzy Gillespie, Quincy Jones, 
Jimmy Page, Smokey Robinson, Steven 
Tyler, Loretta Lynn, David Bowie, Juan Luis 
Guerra, Annie Lennox, Paco de Lucia, 
Carole King, Willie Nelson, Alison Krauss, 
George Clinton, Plácido Domingo, and A.R. 
Rahman. Mason is among the most recorded, 
versatile, and in-demand drummers of all-time. 
A legendary, multi-Grammy nominated session 
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drummer, producer, composer and recording 
artist, he has worked with a pantheon of 
musical giants and composed music for film, 
TV, and commercials, and written songs 
recorded by artists ranging from Nancy 
Wilson, Herbie Hancock, and Mary J. Blige 
to the Notorious B.I.G., Lupe Fiasco, Nelly, 
P. Diddy and T.I. Mason’s groundbreaking, 
distinctive style has influenced generations of 
drummers. Mason remains active as co-leader 
and founding member of the jazz supergroup 
Fourplay, as well as with his newest recording 
project, Chameleon. Ultrasound Productions 
has been busy with project: Suzanne McNeil’s 
new album Shimmer is now available on 
iTunes. The album was produced by Joe Clapp 
and Suzanne McNeil and features a plethora 
of great Boston area musicians. Wolfmen Of 
Mars finished two new albums which will be 
released this year on vinyl. Scarecrow Hill is 
finishing up their new CD. Brian Stratton is 
producing a new song that features Jeffery 
Gaines on vocals and Ilene Springer is 
working on her newest CD. On the Ultra Sound 
Stage this month: Dan Cody of the Lead 
Society came in to shoot a new video, The 
Sleepeaters recorded a live demo/video and 
The Jack Widows recorded five new original 
songs. Jeff Michaels & His Band is celebrating 
the release of their brand new album, Townie 
Paradise at the Hard Rock Cafe Boston on 
Saturday, June 6th. They will be flying in some 
very special musicians for the show that will 

rock your socks off. Michaels spent over two 
years working on the album, traveling to 
Nashville to record with good friend Steve 
Bowman (Counting Crows original drummer). 
They will be sharing the night with 3 other local 
acts- New England Music Award Nominees, 
Dan & the Wildfire, the indie pop sounds of 
Marriage Material, and the acoustic sounds 
of Nick Camillo. Chick Singer Night (CSN) 
Boston is hosting a special talent showcase 
highlighting female singers/songwriters to be 
held at Johnny D’s in Somerville, MA.  The 
upcoming all-ages show on Thursday, June 11, 
2015 will feature established and emerging 
female talent including Diva’s Daughters 
Band, Valerie Giglio, Gay Sheldon and more.  
Director Jennifer Truesdale of Arlington and 
Co-Director Marcia J. Macres of Westford, 
both local musicians and music business 
owners, manage the Boston chapter of CSN. 
For more information on each performer, please 
visit Chick Singer Night Boston website http://
www.chicksingernight.com/chapters/boston. 
There will be acoustic and band performances 
as well as artists being backed by the incredible 
CSN Boston House Band made up of 
seasoned musicians Joe Musella on guitar, 
Justin Kolack on bass, Andrew Beckman on 
keys and Bill D’Agostino on drums.   Proceeds 
from the biannual talent showcase will help 
provide music at Camp Kesem, a nationwide 
community, driven by passionate college 
student leaders, that provides free summer 

camps for children affected by a parent’s 
cancer. For more information on Camp Kesem, 
visit their website at www.campkesem.org. The 
June 11th showcase will be held at Johnny D’s 
from 7p to 9p (doors open at 5:30p). Tickets 
are $10 and can be purchased at Johnny D’s 
web site. PASSING NOTES: “Stand by Me” 
and “Spanish Harlem” singer Ben E. King died 
at the age of 76 on April 30th. The R&B legend 
got his start in the 1950s with the band The 
Drifters with whom he sang lead vocals on 
iconic classics like “Save the Last Dance for 
Me,” “There Goes My Baby,” and “This Magic 
Moment.” In 1961, he launched his solo career 
and scored 12 Top 10 hits from 1959 to 1986. 
King was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame as part of The Drifters. “Louie Louie” 
singer Jack Ely passed away at the age of 71 
after a long illness on April 28th. The Kingman 
singer’s hit reached the top of the charts in 
1963 and even sparked an FBI investigation 
into whether or not its lyrics were obscene. Ely 
and his band broke up soon after the song was 

recorded. He spent much of the remainder of 
his life training horses in Oregon. “When a Man 
Loves a Woman” singer Percy Sledge died at 
the age of 74 after a battle with liver cancer on 
April 14th. The soul singer was inducted into 
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2005 thanks 
largely in part to his 1966 hit, which topped the 
US and UK charts for two weeks. VIDEO 
PICKS OF THE MONTH: The Judge- Robert 
Downey, Jr., Robert Duval, Vincent D’Onofrio 
and Dax Shepard star in this superb movie 
about a retired small county judge (Duval) who 
is tried for murder while being defended by his 
son (Downey Jr.). The two have never seen eye 
to eye and throughout the film tensions remain 
high. A must see; St. Vincent- Bill Murray, 
Melissa McCarthy and Naomi Watts star in 
this touching film about a seemingly unpleasant 
neighbor (Murray) who befriends the young boy 
next door and becoming a “saint” in the 
process. Murray is marvelous;  Horrible 
Bosses 2- starring Jason Bateman, Jason 
Sudekis, Charlie Day, Chris Pine and 
Jennifer Aniston, this hilariously filthy comedy 
finds a trio of misfits inventing a “shower 
buddy” that needs funding to be mass 
produced. Things go from bad to worse quickly 
leading to some truly original comedic antics. 
Jennifer Aniston is a total scream! I was 
apprehensive at first about watching HB2, but 
this movie proved to be a real sleeper. Very 
funny stuff; Imitation Game- Benedict 
Cumberbatch and Keira Knightley star in this 
well produced & acted movie based on a true 
story. During WWII, the English were determined 
to break the secret Nazi code called Enigma. 
When an unusual mathematics candidate Alan 
Turing (Cumberbatch) is approached by MI6 
and signs on for the task, he and his team 
eventually manage to decipher the Enigma 
code, ending the war and saving hundreds of 

thousands of lives. Keira Knightley stars as 
cryptanalyst Joan Clarke, a would-be love 
interest and fellow thinker of Turing’s who 
helps crack the Enigma code. Turing is later 
exposed as a homosexual which was a 
punishable crime in England and disgraced 
which led Turing to taking his own life in 1954. 
Alan Turing is widely considered to this day 
as the founding architect of artificial intelligence 
and the first functioning computer. Well gang, 
that’s all for this month. I gotta go fire up the 
grille and have a cold one. Until next time, keep 
making, listening and supporting beautiful 
music. HAPPY BIRTHDAY GEMINI, YOU 
TWIN YOU. Catch you all next issue. Thanks 
for reading.

--Compiled by Brian O.
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Kingsley Flood
by Brian M. Owens

     What began from humble beginnings 
has turned in to a full blown rock & roll 
machine. There was no plan for the band 
Kingsley Flood when singer-songwriter-
guitarist Naseem Khuri started the group 
in 2008. In fact, the charismatic lead 
singing frontman had no knowledge of 
the music business period. Fast forward 7 
years and 5 CDs later and Kingsley Flood 
has turned in to a popular nightclub act 
that calls the East coast from Maine to 
Washington, D.C. their stomping grounds. 
I spoke to Naseem one afternoon in 
March and he explained how the group 
has grown from a wistful dream to an ever 
evolving reality...

METRONOME: How 
long has Kingsley Flood 
been together? Five 
years?
     Naseem Khuri: It’s 
been more than that with 
one configuration to the 
next. Now we have our 
final lineup. It started off 
in 2008 with Nick, the 
bassist, and myself. He 
just happened to be my 
roommate. I had been 
sitting on these songs 
for a while and was too 
shy to play them out. 
One time I got this gig 
and needed someone to 
play bass, so I asked him 
to pick up a bass for the 
first time and he did. Ever 
since that, we’ve been 
the closest collaborators. 
He’s been rock solid.
METRONOME: So there 
was really no mission 
statement when you 
first got together?
     We were not so 
ambitious. I don’t know 
if that’s ambition or not. I had always 
dreamed of playing in giant places. Maybe 
we weren’t so smart (laughs) to think, 
Okay we want to have a label... We didn’t 
know anything about the music business. 
We just wanted to play shows and we 
wanted to make great music. That’s it. 
That’s what guided us the whole time.
     I also just wanted to connect with 
people. I was working a job I couldn’t 
stand and felt like I was doing nothing of 
value. I felt like I was getting a whole lot 
more by playing in a sweaty rock club to 
only five people. Everyone has dreams but 

there’s a big difference between dreams 
and ambition.
METRONOME: How did you come up 
with the name Kingsley Flood?
     I wish I had a better story to tell you 
but I lived on Kingsley Street in Allston 
and I liked the word, flood. That’s really it. 
I also heard somewhere that Springsteen 
used to race cars somewhere on a street 
named Kingsley in Asbury Park. I’m a big 
Springsteen fan so that was an added 
bonus.
METRONOME: Who is currently in 
the band with you now and what 
instruments do they play?
     A few of us have been there pretty 

much from the start. Nick Balkin plays 
bass. George Hall plays  guitar. He lives 
in Gloucester. Chris Barrett plays keys 
and trumpet and whatever he can get 
his hands on. He’s in Dorchester. Travis 
Richter plays drums. He’s in Everett. Eva 
Walsh is our newest addition. She plays 
violin and sings. Our former violinist, 
Jenee, who was there pretty much from 
the start, left last year to have a baby. 
We’re so excited to Eva who has just been 
kicking ass.
METRONOME: How did you find Eva?
     Travis, our drummer, was hosting a 

house concert and she played it. I went 
up an introduced myself and thought she 
was great. I had also heard her name for a 
long time. She was a pretty accomplished 
singer-songwriter in her own right, so I 
didn’t think she’d be interested. We kept 
the conversation going and she was 
interested. It was pretty cool.
METRONOME: Are you the principal 
songwriter for the band or has it 
become more of a collaborative band 
effort?
     Just with time, I’ve matured more as 
a songwriter in terms of lyrics. I know 
what I want to say now much more than 
I used to. I know the stories I want to 

tell and I know how I want to do it. That 
combined with the band, you have to be 
really incubated with each other for a long 
time to really take advantage. Everyone in 
the band is such a great player and at the 
same time that doesn’t really matter. It just 
matters that you know the personalities 
and you let the personalities come out. 
George can do amazing chops on the 
guitar but that’s not appropriate for what 
we’re doing. He plays a specific role in the 
band and we’ve gotten a good sense of 
what all those roles are over these past 
few years. We know the sound we’re 

going for and we know where each person 
fits. It’s become much more comfortable 
and cohesive in that way.
METRONOME: So the way you present 
your music is deliberate? It is definitely 
a band effort?
     Yeah, we have a specific process. I 
come up with something and record it on 
my computer. I send it to the band. They 
absolutely destroy it and put their own 
stamp on it and then we all get together 
and duke it out. That’s what works for us. 
Then we let it sit for a while. That feels the 
most organic to us.
     Am I technically the songwriter? Yeah 
sure, but everyone is also arranging and 

everyone is also putting 
their own stamp on it. It 
would feel weird if I went 
in and wrote everything 
out and told everyone 
what to play exactly what 
I thought.
METRONOME: How 
many albums does the 
band have out?
     We’ve got two proper 
full length albums, two 
EPs, and a live album. 
Last summer we put out 
the live album. Just this 
past January, we put 
out an EP and in a few 
months we’re going to 
put out another EP and 
a few months after that 
we’re going to put out 
a full length. It’s kind of 
a ridiculous, ambitious 
year. We’re throwing 
everything at the wall to 
see what happens.
METRONOME: Where 
was the l ive album 
recorded and what is 
the name of it?
     It’s called Live At The 

Armory. It’s a very cool, old armory in 
Somerville that’s been turned in to a music 
place. There’s a studio in there formerly 
called Hi ‘N’ Dry. We went in there and 
invited thirty friends to come over for 
two nights. We wanted to capture our 
live show because the live show is a ton 
of energy.
METRONOME: Did you cull the best 
songs from both of those nights for 
the album?
     Yeah, the stuff we didn’t screw up 
(laughs).
METRONOME: What is the name of the 



EP you released in January?
     It was called To The Fire. We’re proud 
of that. We worked with producer Paul 
Kolderie. He brought a lot out of us and 
allowed us to make what we really wanted 
to make. It sounds a bit different than our 
last stuff. It sounds a little more full and a 
little wider. We’re working with him again 
to do this next EP. We’re excited to get 
back with him.
METRONOME: Do you have a working 
title for that EP?
     No. No idea.
METRONOME: How many songs do 
you have planned?
     I don’t know that either. You plan 
that stuff and then you always have 
expectations but you can’t meet the 
expectations. It drives everybody crazy. 
Basically, we’re going to go in and be 
as organic as we can. We have a plan 
for recording and we’re going to try to 
channel our inner demons and see what 
happens.
METRONOME: Why are you recording 
another EP rather than going right to 
an album project?
     These are a bunch of new songs and we 
wanted to make sure that we were really 
confident in them. This year we wanted 
to come out really swinging and do a ton 
of stuff. Whatever full length we have, 
we’ll probably take some of the songs off 
the EP. That full length is going to be the 
culmination of a year of things that have 
been brewing and stewing together. The 
EP will be a step in the evolution towards 
that. Also in this day and age where 
people have the attention span of a fruit 
fly, we want to make sure that we keep 
putting stuff out. We love that. We love 
putting the challenge on ourselves. We 
haven’t even recorded these songs yet 
and we’re already working on new songs 
beyond that. We like the challenge.
METRONOME: Where did you record?
     We did our last EP and the next one 
at a place called 1867. It’s a former porn 
theater turned disco turned Masonic 
Temple. It’s in Chelsea. It is an absolute 
gem. If there aren’t spirits in that room, 
then I don’t know... It’s pretty amazing.
METRONOME: How did you find that 
place?
     We’ve heard about it for a while. Our 
friends in this band called Mean Creek 
have recorded there. The second you 
use the words porn theater and Masonic 
Temple in the same sentence, I’m hooked. 
We also wanted a big, big sound and 
it’s got these huge, giant, tall ceilings. 
The drum sounds we got there were 
awesome. We’re just so happy with how 
it sounds in there and how it feels in there. 
It’s totally dingy and spooky.
METRONOME: With all this recording 
going on and you living in D.C. are 
you trekking back to Boston every 
weekend?
     I trek back a lot especially now that 
we’re recording. The next couple of weeks 
were going to be playing and trying out 
these new songs so I’ll be in Boston 

doing that. I’m on the road a lot. I do love 
traveling. I get my best writing done when 
I’m on the road. I love taking buses and 
trains and planes and all that stuff. I like 
moving.
METRONOME: Do you stay over in 
Boston when you come up from D.C.?
     Yeah. It depends also if we’re touring 
around. We’ll all live together in the van 
for a bit.
METRONOME: What brought you down 
to D.C.?
     It was a girl who is now my wife. At 

the time, I didn’t know what I was doing. 
We weren’t taking the band that seriously 
frankly. I had never dreamed that we could 
do more with it than play at a couple of 
dive bars twice a year or something. I 
was still looking for work and I thought 
I was going to work in Washington in 
foreign policy or international relations, 
something like that. But nothing really 
made sense and again I felt much more 
of a connection in a sweaty club. I started 
making this work for about six years now.
METRONOME: Was it your conscious 

decision to give it a go or did one of the 
other band members persuade you?
     There was never a come to Jesus. It 
was just, Let’s record an album. People 
seem to like that. Let’s play more shows. 
People seems to like that. It grew step 
by step.
METRONOME: Is everyone in the band 
psyched to do this project?
     We’ve had our battles, but at the end 
of the day, as long as we can get together 
and are psyched for the music, we’re in 
to it. If the right thing came along, if we 
got to the next level, everyone would 
quit day jobs and hit the road. We just 
want to all be on the same page. That’s 
something that I am very thankful for. It’s 
something that we’ve worked hard on. It 
wasn’t always like that. We’ve definitely 
had our challenges there, but we feel great 
about it now.
METRONOME: It sounds like you’ve 
become good friends in the process 
too?
     Totally. Friends, enemies, everything. 
You spend your life in a band with five 
other people you better expect having 
intense relationships.
METRONOME: I think being in a band 
is far more intense than being in a 
marriage...
     Yeah, well, there’s no boundaries. 
You’re working together, you’re playing 
together, you’re doing everything together. 
You don’t ever draw any boundaries. It a 
marriage at least you can leave for a night 
and go out with your buddies. Your fun in 
a band is actually playing. Then you have 
to work together and you have to do the 
business stuff together.
METRONOME: Does the band play 
shows in the D.C. area?
     Yeah, absolutely. In January we played 
our CD release and D.C. is a great city 
for us. We play New York and we play 
Philly, all that. The band is coming down 
here in April to do a festival. It’s called the 
Kingman Island Bluegrass Festival. We’re 
not exactly bluegrass, but we’re going to 
do it. They come down here and I go up 
there and in the meantime we go all over.
METRONOME: Do you have big shows 
coming up this summer?
     We’re about to announce a few shows 
up and down the East coast and some 
random gigs here and there. This summer 
we are doing more recording to finish up 
the full length.
METRONOME: How many songs are 
you shooting for on the full length?
     No idea. Maybe ten, maybe fifteen. 
Whatever makes sense.
METRONOME: Do you have a tentative 
release date for the album?
     Tentatively in November, but maybe 
October.
METRONOME: Where can people go 
on the web to find out more about 
Kingsley Flood?
     We are all over the place. Our web site 
is our headquarters at Kingsleyflood.com. 
Then there’s Facebook, Instagram, Twitter 
and all that.



Classifieds

Gigs
Boston Area Open Mics hosted by Tim Ko. 
www.openmicsocial.com
____________________________________
Charlie Don’t Surf, a tribute to The Clash, 
is looking for a lead guitar player. We are a 
gigging band playing local venues such as 
The Midway Cafe, JP, The Middle East, etc. 
Our set list is over 2 dozen Clash songs, like 
London Calling, Should I Stay or Should I 
Go, Rock the Casbah, etc. We practice in the 
Boston area. Call Scott (239) 691-4147.
_____________________________________
Piano/keyboard teacher wanted at Tewksbury 
Music Center for busy lesson program in 
Summer/Fall and beyond. Ability to teach 
vocals a plus. Please call Bob at (978) 851-6700 
for more info.
_____________________________________
Bass singer wants that R&B. Covers by 
Jodeci, Boys II Men, Az Yet, etc. If you can 
use a bass, please reach out. (508) 847-0791.
____________________________________
Multi-keyboardist w/vocals available. I have 
mega stage experience. Have done solo, duo, 
trio and beyond. Looking for a group of older 
guys (or girls) to do very little classic rock, 
Blues and Oldies. I would prefer a working 
or near working situation. Call (617) 595-6713.
_____________________________________
Female backup vocalist wanted in a Motown 
style, singing harmony with male lead 
singer. Please email MP3 samples, etc. to 
musicbarretttim@gmail.com. Include your 
contact information. 
_____________________________________
Melodic, adventurous modern rock band 
looking for a bass player (backup vocals 
a +). Looking for that 4th Beatle who 
understands it’s all about the song and wants 
to be an integral part of the puzzle. We do 
not sound like any of these but our influences 
are Radiohead, Spoon, Interpol, Gabriel, 
Coldplay, Massive Attack, U2, Foo Fighters, 
Mutemath, NIN, Pink Floyd, Killers others.
Call Brian (401) 725-3793.
_____________________________________
In need of a strong drummer who is very 
familiar with older R&B, Soul, Motown 
material, to include strong Instrumentals 
as opening songs, and material back to the 
Stax-Atlantic Artists. Very strong group 
of players in the development of what may 
become a very unique group, with great 
playing material. Vocals would be a plus as 
well. Rehearsal sessions in the making. If 
you feel you can cover the gig, please respond 
asap. The feel of kicking horns and controlling 
group dynamics, will make you the key guy. 
A key drummer, would be the one who came 
from the Show Band era. Your commitment 
needs to be to this group. No fill ins. Call Jerry  
(978) 758-7199.

For Sale
Mouradian Guitar Company-- Quality new 

& used instruments arrive daily: Guild F5cent 
$599. 2008 Strat, sienna $750. Takamine 
Hirade H7 $599. Gibson Les Paul Classic 
T-burst $1499. Gibson Les Paul Standard 
Gold Top $1699. Godin XTSA $399. Fender 
Custom Shop ‘55 Strat $1399. Breedlove 
Pursuit $249. 1964 Strat sunburst $16,000. 
Gibson Les Paul Classic blk/gold $1499. 
Gibson ES-335 DOT black $2099. Gibson 
L6S reissue $799. Gibson SG black $650. 
Fender Eric Johnson Strat $1099. Fender 
Thinline Tele (Mexico) $550. Epiphone 
Les Paul Custom $375. Musicman Sterling 
natural $999. Blues Jr. III $350. 1962 1974 Tele 
Blonde/maple $3200. 2014 Rickenbacker 381 
V69 Fireglo like new $3700. Hamer Special 
P90s $625. Early ‘60s Fender Super brown 
amp $4500. Fender Tweed Tremolux $5000. 
Fender Blackface Vibrolux Reverb $3200. 
Marshall TSL100 head $800. Tokai AST 
56 $500. Gibson ES-339 $1750. Blueridge 
BR43 $250. Heritage H535 VV $1699. 1975 
Strat $1750. Eric Johnson Strat $1450. 2007 
Fender Am. Std. Strat candy red $750. 1968 
Gibson J-50 sloped $2500. Gibson ES-335 ‘63 
reissue $3200. Licea Strategy bamboo $1500. 
1963 Guild CE100 $1600. Gibson Luthier’s 
Choice Brazilian Rosewood advanced Jumbo 
$5800. Teisco Spectrum 4 pickup $625. Les 
Paul ‘56 reissue Goldtop $2500. Klein BF96 
$5750. Esquire (Japan) blonde/maple $799. 
Bassman 4x10 Tweed reissue $900. Carr 
Rambler 1x15 combo $1800. Les Paul Classic 
T-burst $1500. Mesa Boogie Lonestar 2x12 
$1500. Fender Jazz V (Mexico) $399. Dean 
Vendetta $275. Fender Tele Hot Rod $1200. 
Fender Custom Shop Nocaster $1750. Fender 
Vibrosonic Reverb $1200. Mouradian Guitar 
Company: Repair, build, buy & sell. Visit our 
large, musician friendly showroom and repair 
center at 810 Main Street, Winchester, MA. 
(781) 756-4877.
www.MouradianGuitar.com
_____________________________________
1971 VINTAGE GUILD D-25 – Nice 
all-mahogany dreadnaught in excellent 
condition. See it in Zach’s Attic at www.
TheMinorChord.com. 
TAYLOR GUITARS – Very special prices 

on our in-stock, 5-series and up instruments. 
Check www.TheMinorChord.com.
NEW YAMAHA MINI MIXER – AG03 
3-channel mixer with effects and high-definition 
digital computer recording interface, perfect 
for small projects – and very affordable!
MARTIN HD28V – Classic herringbone 
dreadnaught with vintage appointments.
VINTAGE ACOUSTICS – 1948 Kay K-42 
17-inch archtop with trapeze tailpiece, has 
had the same owner since 1950. Also a very 
interesting un-branded circa 1950’s Gibson-
style jumbo. See both in Zach’s Attic at www.
TheMinorChord.com.
YAMAHA SILENT BRASS SYSTEM – 
Practice your trumpet or trombome without 
disturbing others – and you hear concert hall 
sound!
JAMHUB silent practice system for rock 
bands – rehearse without disrupting family 
and neighbors! Check it out at www.JamHub.
com.
USED OVATION MANDOLIN – Model 
MCS148, durable construction and a pickup, 
a great mandolin for stage performance.
NEW VOX AC30VR AMP – Valve Reactor 
circuitry for tube tone with 30-watts of 
affordable power. On sale at a special price!
DAVID WEBBER ACOUSTICS – New: 
OM soft cutaway in gorgeous quilted maple 
and cedar, and a Roundbody soft cutaway in 
Indian rosewood and spruce. Also an elegant 
hardly-used custom herringbone dreadnaught 
in highly-figured quilted mahogany. The 
dreadnaught was returned by a customer after 
a brief trial and exchanged for a smaller-bodied 
Webber – it’s in like-new condition, hundreds 
off the original price. Photos and description 
at www.TheMinorChord.com. Coming soon: 
A OO Custom in Tasmanian blackwood and 
cedar – call us if you’re interested.
MARTIN ACOUSTIC-ELECTRIC – 
We have the affordable RSGT series OOO. 
Solid spruce top and solid sapele back and 
sides. Fishman Sonitone electronics including 
digital USB output for clean recording. All 
solid wood with a pickup for under $1,000 
– wow!
SEAGULL ACOUSTICS – Six different 

models in stock: 6-string acoustics, 12-string 
acoustic, and 6-string acoustic-electrics. Nice 
mid-priced guitars made in Canada from 
native woods.
CLASSICAL GUITARS by La Patrie. Solid 
tops made from ancient cedar for vintage-
guitar tone right out of the box. Choice of 
solid rosewood or solid mahogany backs and 
sides. Adjustable necks for easy maintenance. 
Made in Canada and surprisingly affordable.
LOOKING FOR HORNS? Our Hunter 
horns are excellent quality and amazing 
value. Tenor/alto/soprano saxophones, flutes, 
clarinets, trumpets, flugelhorns, trombones all 
in stock. If you’ve ever wanted to try doubling 
on a different horn, here’s an affordable way 
to do it.
PERCUSSION: Largest selection of Meinl 
hand drums and percussion in Massachusetts 
– African, Latin, Brazilian, Celtic styles. 
Rope-tuned djembes with natural skin heads 
in stock at all price ranges. Your source for 
quality djembes, congas, bongos, cajons, frame 
drums, samba percussion and more!See, hear 
and play everything at The Minor Chord, 222 
Great Road, Littleton MA.  (978) 486-0112. 
Exit 31 off Route 495.
www.TheMinorChord.com
_____________________________________
We buy albums. The Vinyl Vault, 482 King 
Street, Littleton, MA. (978) 486-0804.
(Exp. 7/15)
_____________________________________
Larrivee, Vox, Mesa Boogie, Rickenbacker, 
Fender, Goldtone banjos, Danelectro, 
Washburn and more. NO Sales Tax! New 
arrivals: 1992 Musicman Stingray $995. 1995 
Fender Strat Am. Std. $749. Marshall JCM 
800 head with roadcase $899. 1980 Gibson 
ES-347, natural $2349. 2004 Gretsch Country 
Classic II $2095. 2006 Fender ‘52 reissue Tele 
$1095. 2014 Martin GPC $1095. 2000 Taylor 
710 $1195. 2007 Fender Highway 1 Jazz bass 
$699. 1980 Gibson Les Paul Heritage 80 
$3495. New Larrivee acoustics just arrived: 
LV09E; OM40R; OM09R; LO3 Walnut. 
Stop in and check ‘em out. 2006 Fender ‘52 
reissue Tele $1095. 2011 60th Anniversary 
Barnboard Pine Tele, rare $1495. 2003 Guild 
F47 $699. 1980 Alvarez GY-1 Jerry Garcia 
$799. Fender Vibrolux Reverb reissue $849. 
Fender Super Reverb reissue $749. 1986 Mesa 
Mark III $795. Little Walter  22-watt boutique 
amplifier $1995. 2005 Taylor 355 $799. Mesa 
Boogie Express 5-25 combo $799. Yamaha 
CP70 electric piano $995. Mesa Boogie .50 
caliber combo $599. 2007 Fender Tele natural 
ash body $899. Gretsch 6-string banjo $249. 
Kay Sherwood Deluxe archtop $599. 1976 
Fender Strat, natural $2599. Ampeg B15N 
Portaflex combo$1195. Authorized Vox amp 
dealer: AC15 in purple tolex, AC4, AC-30 
& Night Train in stock! Genz Benz 2x12 
NEO-X 212T bass cab $499. 2011 Fender 
60th Anniversary Tele ash body $995. 90’s 
Fender Twin amp w/roadcase $799. Gretsch 
5120- call. New G&L Legacy, cherry SB- call. 
Danelectro Longhorn bass in stock. Peavey 
CS-800 power amp $279. Larrivee acoustics 
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just arrived. Check them out! 1975 Gibson 
Hummingbird $1599. 2011 Fender Block ‘75 
Tele $1449. 2013 Fender Strat FSR Rustic 
ash $949. Egnater Tweeker combo, like new 
$399. 70s Fender Dual Showman Reverb head 
$699. Mesa Boogie Stiletto combo $1299. 
Mesa Boogie Dual RectoVerb head/cab and 
combo in stock! Mesa Boogie Mark Five 
combos & head in stock. 2011 Martin OOO-
18 $1499. Fender/Roland G53TS Strat synth 
guitar $799. Fender/Roland GC1 Strat synth 
guitar $599. Taylor Custom GS w/Cocobolo 
back & sides $1999 w/case. Fuch Black Jack 
21 MK-II head $1499. 2004 Gibson Les Paul 
‘59 reissue $4795. 1972 Fender Mustang, red 
w/stripe $1995. 1974 Gibson Les Paul Deluxe 
$2999. Mesa Boogie All Tube Bass Prodigy 
300 watt head-call. Ludwig Centennial 5-pc 
Silver sparkle shell kit $925. All Zildjian 
cymbals at cost. Gator speaker cover bags 
on wheels-fits 12” or 15” 2-way speaker cabs, 
$76 each. 1968 Rickenbacker 360 Fireglo- 
call. Fender Custom Shop V.O.S. ‘56 Strat 
$2199. New Rickenbackers: 660/6 Fireglo; 
620/12 Fireglo; 360/12 Fireglo; 360 Fireglo;  
360 Jetglo; 330 Fireglo. Guitar FX pedals 
by Wampler, Electro Harmonix, Zvex, 
Pigtronix, Maxon, TC Electronics, Fulltone, 
MXR, Boss, Aphex, Fishman, Danelectro, 
Hardwire, DigiTech, Rat, Morley, Crybaby, 
Ernie Ball, Zoom & Akai. Kala ukes & 
U-bass in stock. Guitar Gallery, Route 101A 
in TAX FREE Amherst, New Hampshire 
(603) 672-9224. 
www.guitargallery.com
____________________________________
Line 6 2x10- $149
Crate 2x12- $89
Ibanez AR420 Artist, sunburst- $599
Gibson Custom Shop Axcess Les Paul- $1995
Ibanez SR400, natural $229
Kramer USA bass $349
B.C. Rich “Body Art” Mockingbird- $229
Dillion Doubleneck Strat (1 of 3 made)- $999
Ibanez AR420 Artist, Flametop- $599
Indian Sitar $289
1980 Guild F45CE, mint $899
BC Rich Mockingbird w/Floyd $359
Hofner Beatle bass $439 w/case
Dillion 335 style mandolin, cool
Epiphone Flying V- $199
Dillion Rosewood Tele- $599
Peavey 6505 combo In Stock!
Dillion Rick copy bass $539
Dillion Firebird $549
Dillion Goldtop LP w/P90s $429
Dillion LP Custom 3PU, Gold hdware $699
DBZ guitars by Dean- $299 to $899
Sabian cymbals In Stock
Hot Rod your guitar with Seymour Duncan 
pickups - Great selection
Rickenbacker 4004 Cheyenne Bass- call
60’s Rogers Hollywood 4 pc kit mint $1995
Breedlove AC200 acoustic NOS $449
Breedlove AD25 w/Fishman N.O.S. $499
Peavey 2x15 bass cab on wheels $99
Fernandez Strat $125
Peavey Forum N.O.S. USA bass $299
Squier 3/4 Strat $85
2010 Gibson LP Std Custom Shop Axcess 
Flame Top w/Floyd Rose $2190 
1950s Framus 5-string banjo $190
Peavey 8.5 power amp $299

New violins $139 w/bow and case
Peavey 5-watt tube amp $99 
Kala & Amahi ukuleles start at $69
Dillion Crystal Series (see-thru) Strat $699 
Dillion SRV Signature Strat $549 
Tama Imperialstar kit $499 
Hofner Verythin 335 $689  
1941 Martin O-15, all mahogany $1299 
Kurzweil 1000HX Horn Expander $149 
Soundcraft Gigrac 600 watt mixer $299
Casio 76 note touch sensitive keyboards $119 
Rickenbackers in stock- huge selection!
Zildjian cymbals and accessories 
Peavey XR700 powered mixer $199 
Yamaha tenor sax, mint condition $499 
New Hofner HI-J5-CN Jazz guitar $489 
Peavey Vypyr amps starting at $135 
Sonor smoked acrylic bass drum & tom $399  
JAMM 5-pc kits $339 w/all stands & hardware
Bundy tenor sax, excellent condition $399
ART rackmount SGE $99
Tewksbury Music Center, 1269 Main Street, 
Tewksbury, MA.  (978) 851-6700. 
Email: tewksburymusic@verizon.net 
www.tewksburymusic.com.
_____________________________________
We buy musical equipment. Vintage and used 
specialists. Call Dave (603) 672-9224.
_____________________________________
JustStrings.com is your Musical Instrument 
String Super Store. We carry the world’s 
largest selection of strings for guitar, bass, 
violin, mandolin, mandola, mandocello, 
mandobass, viola, cello, banjo, bouzouki, 
ukulele, autoharp, zither and many other 

folk & electric instruments. Thousands of 
different singles,  sets or bulk strings are in 
stock and ready to be shipped. You’ve got a 
great instrument, let us help you make it better. 
Secure online buying. Visit www.juststrings.
com or call toll free at (800) 822-3953
_____________________________________
Sixx Gun Music- Custom, One-Off and 
Exotic Guitars & Amplifiers. Here’s some of 
our current stock: 6oth Anniversary Fender 
Strat, blizzard pearl $649. (2) F-N Jokers rock 
& roll guitars, Gold Top or TV Yellow, your 
choice $1269. Hagstrom Swede $499. 50th 
Anniversary Tele, metallic crimson $499. 1983 
Gibson Les Paul Studio Standard $1599. 2008 
Gibson Les Paul BFG, cherry finish $1100. 
(2) 2015 Fender Limited Edition Strats, red 
or blue sandblasted finish, cool, $1199 w/gig 
bag. (2( DeFrancesco Abaolone guitars w/
Margasa pickups $799 each. DeFrancesco 
Mother-of-Pearl guitar w/Margasa pickups 
$799. Fender Stratacoustic $279. 2003 Gibson 
SG Standard, cherry $1100. 2013 Gibson Les 
Paul Signature T Goldtop $1869. Fender ‘65 
Twin Custom 15 $1299. Schecter 7-string $349. 

2009 PRS Paul Allender signature w/Birds 
$749. (4) Margasa Jokers your choice $1069. 
Margasa Flying Joker $1269. Turkish cymbals 
hand hammered in Turkey in stock! Hangar 
13 George Lynch replica Skull & Bones guitar 
$2699. Margasa Metal Top Joker $2399. 
Must see & play. 2005 Gibson SG Standard 
$1400. 1979 Gibson SG, white $2100. Ibanez 
25th Anniversary RG $499. Alida Quattro 
$289. 1978 Fender Strat, white $2199. 1966 
Fender Kingman acoustic $1199. (2) Marshall 
mini-stacks $299 each. 1973 Gibson ES-175 
all original $3599. Minarik Diablo electric, 
cherry $1399. Kendrick Texas Crude head, 
mint- call. Allen Hot Fudge head $999. Tons 
of used & vintage Gibson Les Pauls and 
SGs.  Ogre pedals in stock. Schaffer Replica 
preamp as used by Angus Young of AC/DC, 
this is the sound you’ve been looking for $1049. 
Schaffer Replica preamp pedal $399. Try it for 
yourself! Musicman Sterling Ray bass $999. 
2009 Fender USA ‘72 reissue Strat coral 
$1099. Rickenbacker 360/12 Mapleglo $2299. 
Custom built Strat w/scalloped fingerboard 
signed by Yngwie Malmsteen $699. 2014 2011 
Gibson Melody Maker Limited Blue Satin 
finish $549 w/case. Martin D-15 Mahogany 
dreadnaught $999. Authorized dealer for 
Zemaitis guitars: Zemaitis SUA Heart $2299. 
Zemaitis ZTA 400 $1699. 1965 Fender Super 
Reverb $2299. Fender Vibro King 3x10 combo 
$2600. Custom made Randy Rhoads $969. 
Fender Blues Deluxe reissue $649. Marshall 
9000 power amp $399. Phil Jones bass combo 
$549. Michael Kelly Hybrid $799. Baker 
Custom Guitars in stock starting at $1499. 
Charvel Jake E. Lee $1699. Fender Twin 
Reverb II head $849. Marshall JCM 2000 
head $799. Fender ‘65 Custom reissue Twin 
Reverb $1299. Hughes & Kettner Puretone 
head $1499. Ampeg 15” classic bass cab $399. 
Margasa Lady Deadlock 40 watt head $3799. 
Margasa Custom 2x12 cabs starting at $399. 
Stop by and check us out @ Sixx Gun Music, 
184 Broadway (Route 1 north), Saugus, MA. 
01906. (781) 558-5472. Behind Boston Market.
www.sixxgunmusic.com
_____________________________________
Awesome new rhythm guitar picks. New 
sound and new technique for the guitar player. 
Sold at most local music stores. Check it out 
at www.rhythmpick.com  (Exp. 12/15)
_____________________________________
1937 Recording King M4 (by Gibson) $1495 
w/case. QSC MX700 power amp $125. 60’s 
Airline Harmony Rocket H7282-call. 2007 
Gibson “The Paul II” $495 w/gig bag. Yamaha 
12-string acoustic $195 w/bag. Sansui 5000X 
stereo receiver $350. Pignose 7100 $65. 1954 
Lee Gibbs Concert Tone jumbo (by Kay) 
$495 w/gig bag. 1987 Palm handmade classical 
$795 w/case. Squier Duo Sonic $195. Hartke 

How To Find 
The Right 
STRINGS

~Singles, Sets and Bulk Strings~
At JustStrings.com, we make it easy for you to find the 
strings that you need: guitar, bass, violin, mandolin, 
mandola, mandocello, mandobass, viola, cello, banjo, 
bouzouki, ukulele and many other folk instruments.

~World’s Largest Selection~
Thousands of different singles, sets and bulk strings are 
in stock and ready to ship. You’ve got a great instrument, 
let us help you make it better. Call (800) 822-3953.

www.juststrings.com
Continued on next page >

Repairing ~ Building ~ Buying ~ Selling

www.MouradianGuitar.com
810 Main Street, Winchester, MA. 01890  (781) 756-4877
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LH1000 head $250. Ampeg 1x15/tweeter bass 
cab $275. Sennheiser 421-U5 mic $195. 2003 
Fender Classic Series Strat $450 w/case. 2013 
Schecter 5-string bass $295. Fender Passport 
150 PA complete $300. 60s Silvertone 1484 60 
watt all tube amp head $400. 2014 Epiphone 
Les Paul Standard Plus Top Pro $350. 2014 
Gibson Les Paul Special Flametop w/F-hole 
$895. Vox V20 plus $125. 80s Peavey Classic 
VTX $295. 70s Harmony H601 lap steel, 
copper art deco, mint w/original case $350. 
80s Ibanez bass comp $55. 80s Ibanez Super 
Metal $65. 80s Ibanez stereo bass chorus $55. 
2014 Epiphone Riviera $395. Line 6 Spyder 
50W/2x10 combo $75. Squier Bass VI $325. 
90s Alvarez Yairi DY-91 (Japan) $695. 80 
Boss CE-3 $65. Marshall MG30 DFX 30W 
$95. 1987 Boss LM-2 limiter (Japan) $75. 
New Recording King acoustics $199. Lanakai 
“Tuna” ukes- soprano, concert & baritone in 
stock. Good selection of Strats, Teles and 
other cool guitars. Call or look on our web site 
for selection. Lots of P-basses and J-basses. 
Fender and Marshall practice amps. Vintage 
home stereo: receivers, speakers, turntables, 
turntable cartridges & needles in stock! 
Guitars, Basses, Amps, FX Pedals, Stereos, 
Turntables, Speakers & More! Everything 
warranted for 30 days, parts and labor. All 
guitars fully set up w/ new strings & ready to 
gig.  Come on down to Rockin Bob’s Guitars, 
31 Holland St, Somerville, MA, Davis Square 
on the Redline.  Call (617) 625-7707.
www.rockinbobsguitars.com
_____________________________________

We Buy Good Guitars- Do you have a guitar 
or bass you never play? We’re buying top-
quality used and vintage guitars! Cash or 
trade. We always offer fair prices – never any 
tricks or pressure. Call for information (978) 
486-0112. Ask for Zach.
_____________________________________
John Mann’s Guitar Vault- Bedford, N.H. 
Largest stocking PRS dealer in New England. 
Check out these great instruments:
PRS Archon Amp Head 100/50- $1,899 
PRS Archon Amp Head 50/25 - $1,599 
PRS  Archon Combo Amp 25/13- $1,299 
Autographed Blues Guitar- $1,250 
PRS  Standard 24 20th Anniversary- $1,899 
D’Angelico EX-175- $1,250 
D’Angelico EX-59- $1,250 
D’Angelico EX-SS- $1,250 
Epiphone S400- $250 
Fano Alt de Facto JM6- $2,799 
Fano Alt de Facto TC6, Carved Top- $4,499 
Fano Alt de Facto PX6- $2,299 
Fender Deluxe Reverb combo amp- $999
G&L  ASAT Junior Korina- $1,800 
Genz Benz Black Pearl 30 combo amp- $900 
Gibson Hummingbird Acoustic- $2,700 
Gibson Les Paul Special- $3,500 
Guilford Ty Tabor Guitar- $2,749 
Hammond B2 Organ & Tone cab- $1,999 
Marshall JCM2000 TSL 100 amp- $1,200 
Martin OO-DB- $2,000 
Mesa Boogie Dual Rectifier Maverick combo 
amp- $899 
Michael Kelly Deuce Classico- $400 
PRS Tony McManus Private Stock- $10,379 

PRS 1x12 Stealth Speaker Cabinet- $499 
PRS 2 Channel H Amp- $1,199 
PRS 2 Channel Custom 50 Combo Amp- 
$1,900 
PRS 2 Channel Custom Head - $1,749 
PRS 2x12 Big Mouth Speaker Cabinet- $899 
PRS 2x12 Stealth Cabinet- $899 
PRS 30 Amp Head- $1,199 
PRS 408- $4,200 
PRS CE24- $1,500 
PRS Custom 22- $3,549 
PRS Custom 24- $2,705 
PRS Custom 24- $3,219 
PRS Dallas Amp- $1,600 
PRS Dallas Amp- $2,999 
PRS DC3- $1,599 
PRS DG 2x12 Speaker Cabinet- $899 
PRS DG Custom 30 Head- $2,899 
PRS Experience 2011 Custom 24 Ltd- $3,499 
PRS Floyd Custom 24- $3,949 
PRS Hollowbody II- $3,548 
PRS Maple Top CE 24- $1,400 
PRS MDT Head- $2,399 
PRS P22- $3,116 
PRS P22- $3,116 
PRS P22 Trem- $3,949 
PRS P24- $3,630 
PRS Recording Head HX/DA mod- $2,799 
PRS S2 Custom 22- $1,399 
PRS S2 Custom 22 Semi-Hollow- $1,579 
PRS S2 Custom 24- $1,549 
PRS S2 Custom 24- $1,399 
PRS S2 Mira- $1,299 
PRS S2 Singlecut Semi-Hollow- $1,579 
PRS S2 Starla- $1,300 

PRS S2 Starla- $1,369 
PRS Santana - Pre-Production 1979- Inquire 
PRS SC 245- $2,499 
PRS SC 58- $3,299 
PRS SC 58- $3,399 
PRS SE 20 Head- $895 
PRS SE 245- $599 
PRS SE 245 Soapbar- $599 
PRS SE 245 Soapbar Pre-Owned- $549 
PRS SE 2x12 Bigmouth Speaker Cab- $379 
PRS SE 30 Head- $949 
PRS SE Angelus A10- $599 
PRS SE Angelus Custom- $859 
PRS SE Bernie Marsden- $599 
PRS SE Custom- $719 
PRS SE Custom 24- $709 
PRS SE Kestrel Bass- $799 
PRS SE Kingfisher Bass- $749 
PRS SE Mike Mushok Baritone- $644 
PRS SE Oranthi- $650 
PRS SE Santana- $729 
PRS SE Singlecut- $499 
PRS SE Singlecut Korina- $499 
PRS Singlecut - $1,799 
PRS Singlecut, 10 Top- $1,999 
PRS Studio- $2,899 
PRS Sunburst 22- $2,499 
PRS Swamp Ash Narrowfield - $2,099 
PRS Sweet 16 Combo- $1,499 
PRS-SC Trem Ltd- $2,949 
Rockett Flex Drive- $199 
Rockett Revolver- $289 
Rockett Tim Pierce Boost / OD- $259 
Rockett WTF Fuzz- $229 
Rozawood RD-11- $3,000 



Rozawood RD-28- $4,000 
Rozawood RD-29- $5,000 
Taylor 514ce- $2,100 
Taylor 756ce 12 String- $2,499 
Tonal Insanity Aurora Borealis- $230 
Tonal Insanity Kilimanjaro- $230 
Tonal Insanity Little Bighorn- $180 
Tonal Insanity Matterhorn- $230 
Tonal Insanity Niagra- $270 
Tonal Insanity Sequoia- $180 
Tone King Falcon Amp- $1,795 
Tone King Royalist Head- $2,695 
Tone King Royalist Cabinet- $995 
Triton Modulation Pedal- $180 
Welker Archtop HC-90- $4,000 
Welker Archtop LA-4A- $3,000 
WGR T-125- $3,400 
Sales, service, consignment. Open Monday 
through Saturday in TAX FREE New 
Hampshire. Call or stop by John’s Mann’s 
Guitar Vault, 112 Wallace Road, Bedford, 
N.H. 03110 (603) 488-1912.
www.GuitarVaultUSA.com/metro

Services
Ultrasound Productions recording studio- 
Studio and live recording, music production, 
digital editing and mastering facility. Singer/
songwriters can take advantage of our studio 
musicians and vocalists. Record your next 
project in a creative comfortable productive 
environment that features a huge live room 
and pro gear from: Neve, Telefunken, AKG, 
Focusrite, Protools, Logic Pro, Ableton & 
more. Pro sound stage perfect for audio and 
video recording. Call us at  (781) 956-2426  and 
come in for a tour or check us out online at: 
www.ultrasoundproductions.com
____________________________________
John Mann’s Guitar Vault has the largest 
inventory of PRS Guitar factory fresh, genuine 
parts anywhere on the planet… well except for 
the PRS Guitar factory. Our prices, delivery 
and customer service are second to none. Call 
us at (603) 488-1912 or visit our web site at 
www.GuitarVaultUSA.com/metro.
_____________________________________
Musical Instrument Service Center, 163 
Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, MA. 
Repairs for all major brands of amplifiers, 
guitars, basses, effects, stereos, DVD players, 
keyboards, DJ equipment, recorders and 
more! Vintage guitar and amplifier repair 
is our specialty. MISC,  4 Haviland Street, 
Boston, MA. (617) 247-0525. 
www.miscfix.com.
_____________________________________
Custom built guitars and amplifiers, pro guitar 
and amp repairs, speaker cabinet building, 
recovering & repair. Build your own guitar 
workshops every third Sunday of the month. 
Call us for hard to find guitar, bass and amp 
parts. Sixx Gun Music, 184 Broadway (Route 
1N), Saugus, MA. 01906. (781) 558-5472. 
Behind Boston Market. 
www.sixxgunmusic.com
_____________________________________
Rehearsal Studios @ Jamspot from $30/
hour.  Gorgeous, fully equipped rehearsal 
rooms in Wakefield and Somerville. Large, 
comfortable studios equipped with gear from 
Fender, Marshall, Ampeg, Hartke, Zildjian, 

Yamaha and Fishman. FREE in-room CD 
recording systems. Clean, safe, comfortable. 
No more monthly fees, stinky rooms or sharing 
your space (and gear!) with other bands. Pay 
only for the time you use at low hourly rates 
(starting  @ only $30/hour!), or ask about our 
block discounts and daily or weekly lockouts. 
Plenty of free, onsite parking, with room 
for buses and trailers. Come see why the J. 
Geils Band, The Pixies, The Cranberries, 
The Roots, Dispatch and Panic! at the 
Disco choose JamSpot, the Boston area’s 
only professional rehearsal space. For more 
information or to book your next session, call 
(617) 666-7529, email us at rooms @jamspot.
com or visit www.JamSpot.com
_____________________________________
Guitar, Bass & Amp repair- Over 30 years of 
Professional Experience. Unsurpassed quality 
and reputation. Offering expert set-ups, world-
class fret work & precision pickup installation. 
Let us build your dream guitar. Authorized 
Buzz Feiten Tuning System installer. JC’s 
Guitar Shop, Beverly, MA.  (978) 927-3498.
_____________________________________
The Sound Museum- Voted Boston’s Best 
and Most Affordable Rehearsal Rooms 
available at 5 locations. Low hourly rates: 
Fully equipped rooms as low as $15 per hour.  
Call today to book a room or schedule a tour 
(617) 775-4009.
www.soundmuseum.net
_____________________________________
Expert tube amplifier repairs. Bring your amp 
to us for service. In-house band instrument 
repairs. Quick turnaround on adjustments, 
pads, corks and spring work on woodwinds; 
stuck tuning slides and chemical cleaning on 
brass instruments.  Get your horn in shape 
for school!   Authorized representative for 
Whitsett Guitar Works - Highest quality 
repair work by a master craftsman. Authorized 
warranty repairs for most major acoustic and 
electric brands. Turnaround on setups and 
most repairs a week or less. Let us fix that 
annoying buzz or high action. The Minor 
Chord, 222 Great Road, Littleton MA. Exit 
31 off  Route 495. (978) 486-0112. 
www.TheMinorChord.com
_____________________________________
World Class guitar setup & repair for your 
electric & acoustics guitars or other stringed 
instruments. We service amps too!  Open 
Monday thru Saturday in TAX FREE New 
Hampshire. Call or stop by John Mann’s 
Guitar Vault, 112 Wallace Rd, Bedford, NH 
03110 - (603) 488-1912 
www.GuitarVaultUSA.com/metro
____________________________________
Rockin’ Bob’s Guitars has an in-house repair 
department to fit all your needs. Setups to 
complete overhauls on acoustics and electrics. 
Our Master Technician can repair and restore 
tube or solid state amps as well as home audio 
gear. Serving the community for over 25 years 
in Davis Square, Somerville at 31 Holland 
Street. Call us at (617) 625-7707 or visit www.
rockinbobsguitars.com.
_____________________________________
Guitar and amplifier repairs. Vintage 
specialists. Call or stop in and visit Guitar 
Gallery, Route 101A, Amherst, N.H.  (603) 
672-9224.

www.guitargallery.com.

Lessons
Recording & Production Lessons- Learn 
Protools/Logic  Recording,  Mixing, 
Mastering and production. Professional 
producer/engineer and studio musician now 
offering private lessons in recording, mixing 
and production. Customized “lesson-sessions” 
designed around your skills and knowledge to 
improve your recordings. Get the most out of 
your software, microphones, compression and 
EQ, effects and plug-ins. 
-Software and plug-ins: Protools, Logic, 
Garage Band, Ableton, Autotune, Waves
-Hardware: Audio interfaces, MIDI, mic pres, 
equalizers, compressors
-Recording Techniques: Getting levels, signal 
flow, mic technique, EQ and compression, 
vocal tuning, editing, mixing, mastering
-Digital & Analog Mixers/ (Presonus/
Yamaha/Neve etc.) Work on your recordings 
and you can learn while completing your 
project. Check out the studio online at 
UltrasoundProductions.com or call  (781) 
956-2426 for more info.
____________________________________
Sixx Gun Music offers lessons for Guitar, Bass 
and Drums for the beginner to the advanced 
player. Private 1/2 hour or 1 hour lessons 
are available with professional teachers. 
Route 1N, Saugus, MA. Call for a lesson 
appointment today (781) 558-5472. Behind 
Boston Market.
www.sixxgunmusic.com
_____________________________________
Voice Lessons- Learn the method that has 
helped thousands of singers around the world. 
Increase your vocal range, power, stamina and 
more. Call Jennifer  (617) 536-4553. 
www.jennifertruesdalestudios.com
_____________________________________
Vocal & Keyboard lessons with Amanda Carr- 
Amanda brings her 30+ years of experience to 
her teaching approach. With 5 internationally 
distributed and critically acclaimed jazz 
albums, Amanda Carr has been a recording 
and touring artist for over 3 decades. Visit 
UltrasoundProductions.com for more info or 
call (781) 956-2426.
____________________________________
Method books and sheet music – We 
are a regional resource for teachers and 
students. Over $50,000 inventory of method 
books, repertoire and popular charts for all 
instruments. Great selection of Real Book fake 
books in all keys. While-you-wait download of 
popular music titles direct from publisher data 
bases. Special orders no problem, typically 
arrive in one week. The Minor Chord, 222 
Great Road, Littleton MA. (978) 486-0112.
www.theminorchord.com
_____________________________________
Music Workshops for Adults at Jamspot in 
Wakefield, MA, 1 minute off Route 128 at 
Exit 42. Sharpen your playing skills, meet 
other musicians from around the area and 
have some fun. We provide all the gear, a great 
sounding room, music and a workshop leader. 
We even record each session so you can track 
your progress week to week. The song list 
runs from Led Zeppelin to the Eagles, from 

Motown to Skynard, Nirvana, Pearl Jam and 
U2. New groups are forming all the time. All 
LevelsWelcome. Email workshops@jamspot.
com for more info.
_____________________________________
Guitar Gallery offers private guitar, bass, 
violin, banjo, pedal steel and mandolin lessons 
by experienced professional teachers. For 
lesson info call (603) 672-9224.
www.guitargallery.com
_____________________________________
Private lessons available in our new lesson 
rooms for guitar, bass, piano, drums, 
saxophone, clarinet, voice, violin, keyboards 
& more by college trained teachers and 
professional musicians. Our large Sheet 
Music Department has a great selection of 
sheet music, videos and song books. New 
titles, oldies, jazz, classic rock, blues & 
standards. Instructional videos by top players. 
Tewksbury Music Center, 1269 Main Street, 
Tewksbury, MA. (978) 851-6700.
www.tewksburymusic.com.
_________________________________
Acoustic and electric guitar, upright and 
electric bass, banjo, ukulele, piano, violin, 
flute, clarinet, saxophone, trumpet, trombone. 
School age to adult. We teach six days a week. 
Friendly teachers, modern studios, convenient 
location, affordable rates, month-to-month 
tuition. Teacher bios on the lessons page at 
www.TheMinorChord.com, 222 Great Road, 
Littleton MA. Exit 31 on I-495 or 10 minutes 
west of the Concord rotary on Route 2A. 
(978) 486-0112
www.theminorchord.com



Peavey - Rickenbacker - DBZ - Dillion - Crafter - Breedlove 
Sonor - Ibanez - Tama - Sabian - Zildjian - Hofner - Kala - Taye

1269 Main Street (Rte. 38), Tewksbury, MA.
(978) 851-6700

www.Tewksburymusic.com
e-mail: Tewksburymusic@verizon.net

Store Hours
Monday- 2:00 to 8 pm

Tues, Weds, Thurs- 11 to 8 pm
Friday- 11 to 7 pm 

Saturday- 10 to 5 pm

Sales•Service•Rentals•Lessons

• Music Lessons •

• Guitar • Bass • Drums
• Piano/Keyboard • Voice
• Saxophone • Clarinet

• Violin • Flute
Call to schedule a lesson today!

Great Prices on Rock & Roll’s Most Iconic Guitars & Basses

DRUMS!

Classic 50 2x12
$869

Classic 50 4x10- $799

Valve King 
Royal 8- $199

Guitar & Bass Amp Sale
Power Amps, Cabs, Mixers & More!

Acoustic JamPak- $139 
Includes Acoustic guitar, 

tuner, strap & gig bag
AR420 Artist- $599

AEG 240 acoustic-- $389
Recording model with Fishman, 

XLR and USB out
AFD75T-- $499

ES-335 type, Blue sparkle 
with Bigsby style tremolo, cool

620/6 
Ruby Red

Midnight Blue

4004 
Cheyenne

Blue

330/6 
Jetglo
Fireglo

360/6 
Fireglo
Jetglo

360/6 
Ruby Red

360/12 
Mapleglo
Fireglo

4003 
Fireglo

4003 
Jetglo

4003
Mapleglo

SPECIAL!
1990 330/12 White

$1799

SONOR Rosewood kit, N.O.S. List-$5500- $2890
ROGERS Dynasonic snare- $289
TAMA Hyper Superstar 3 pc. kit- $399
MAPEX Black Lacquer kit- $299
TAMA Rhythm Mate kits complete- $499
ROGERS 60’s 4-pc. kit, matching snare- $2195
GRETSCH 1960’s kit- $699
PULSE 5 pc. kit- $229
TAMA Drum thrones- $69
SOL PERCUSSION- Peruvian made cajons

EXTRA $100 OFF Our Already Discounted Prices
On All In Stock Dillion and DBZ Guitars & Basses!

Les Paul style
See-thru Strat
Rosewood Tele
Rick-style basses
Rick-style guitars
Doubleneck Strat
Mandolins
Firebird
SRV Strat & More!

Bolero-QM3- Royale-Barchetta
by Dean


